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Chapter 2
Constitution of Inwardness

"Scripture"
Kierkegaard stipulates that the truth and untruth of thought be lietermined solely
by reference to the thinker's existence. That this requirement, however, constitutes no epistemological a priori is made evident by the fundamental intention of
Kierkegaard's own philosophy. For it aims not at the determination of subjectivity but of ontology, and subjectivity appears not as the content of ontology but as
its stage. In "A First and Last Declaration ," the principal investigation into
pseudonymity and candor, Kierkegaard states that the mea ning of the P el_!.donyms-which indeed guarantee the radical subjectivity of "communication" does not lie "in making any new proposal, any unheard-of discovery, orin forming a new party, or wanting to go further, but, precisely on the contrary, consists
in wanting to have no importance, in wanting (at a distance which is the remoteness of double reflection) to read solo the original text of the individual , human
existence-relationship, the old text, well known , handed down from the fathers1
to read it through once more, if possible in a more heartfelt way.' ' The archaic
image of scripture, in which human existence is supposedly recorded , ex pres es
more than the merely existing person . Kierkegaard's countless metaphors derived
from the image of scripture refer to the writer of scripture; but this writer is a_tso
the reader of scripture, indeed including his own. The coquettishness of "A F1rst
and Last Declaration'' hides yet does not ultimately de troy its earnestness:
"From the beginning I perceived very clearly and do still perceive that my personal reality is an embarrassment which the pseudonyms with pathetic self-as24

sertion might wish to be rid of, the sooner the better, or to have reduced to the
least possible significance, and yet again with ironic courtesy might wish to have
in their company as a repellent contrast.' "2 In the theology of the Instant the
image of scripture is finally tom away from the subject: "The New Testament
therefore, regarded as a guide for Christians, becomes . .. a historical curiosity,
pretty much like a guidebook to a particular country when everything in that
country has been totally changed. Such a guidebook no longer serves the serious
purpose of being useful to travelers in that country, but at the most it is worth
reading for amusement. While one is making the journey easily by railway, one
reads in the guidebook, 'Here is Woolf's Gullet where one plunges 70,000 fathoms down under the earth'; while one sits and smokes one's cigar in the snug
cafe, one reads in the guidebook, 'Here a band of robbers has its stronghold,
from which it issues to assault the travelers and maltreat them .' " 3 The passage
polemicizes not so much agai nst the "text," against the guidebook itself, as
against its historical deterioration . This is what makes the text a cipher. Implicit
in Kierkegaard's metaphor of scripture is: the unalterable giyenness of the text
itself as well as its unreadableness as that of a "cryptogram" cwposed of
~beTS"' Wl'iose ongm Is htstonca.r=The" invariable givenness of the uat is
~ founded on his theolo Goo'S u~hangeableness and that of truth is a theme of
tous discourses. Hence in the Training , where "edifying" and philosophical contents interweave, one reads: " Now this ' something higher' may be
something very various; but if it is to be truly capable of drawing the person
towards it, and at every instant, it must not itself be subject to ' variableness or the
shadow of turning,' but must have passed triumphantly through every change and
become transfigured like the transfigured life of a dead man . " 4 As for the creator, so for the created: "Whatever one generation learns from another, no generation learns the essentially human from a previous one.' ' 5 - The invariable
tneaning of the invariable text is , however, in Kierkegaard, incomprehensible:
the fullness of divine truth is hidden from the creature. Kierkegaard speaks of
this in parables comparable to those perfected by his student of a much later generation, Kafka: " If one were to offer me ten dollars I would not undertake to
explain the riddle of existence. And why should
life is a riddle, in the_!Wd
~ author..~ess explain it. I have not mvented the temporal
~fe, but I have noticed that in the periodicals which make a custom of printing
riddles, the solution is generally offered in the next number. To be sure, it does
happen that some old maid or pensioner is mentioned with honor as having
IOived the riddle, i.e. has known the solution a day in advance-that difference
·~~ainly not very considerabl~. " 6 Kierkegaard is more closely allied with the
Clpin1on of such a "hu(Tlorist" than he would like to admit in the Postscript. The
~ g~s for the '' moralist'' of the second volume of Either/Or: ''The man who
Ves ethically may do exactly the same things as the man who lives aesthetically,
10 that for a time this may create a deception , but finally there comes an instant
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when it is evident that he who lives ethically has a limit which the other does not
recognize. This is the only way in which t~thical can becQme manifest;
according to its positive meaning it remains hidden in the deepest layer of the
soul. " 7 - Paradoxically, the absolutely hidden is communicated by tlte cipher. It
is, as is all allegory according to Benjamin, not merely a sign but expression .8
The cipher no more belongs to ontological archetypes than it could be reduced to
immanently human determinations. It is rather a middle realm that presents itself
in the "affects," which Kierkegaard treated under the heading of psychology,
particularly in The Concept of Anxiety and The Sickness unto Death. Haecker is
right to separate sharply Kierkegaard's psychology from traditional scientific
psychology. Yet it is also not to be equated-as Haecker in his early work still
thought possible9 -with current phenomenological philosophy. For phenomenology attempts to constitute ontology directly, on the basis of the autonomous
ratio. Kierkegaard's psychology, however, is aware that ontology is blocked by
the ratio . lt attempts only to gain the reflections of ontology in the affects. This
p;ychology-depends on theology; it is not a self-sufficient anthropology. In The
Concept of Anxiety Kierkegaard does not simply use the relation of anxiety and
sin to imply that the affects are ciphers of a positive-theological object; he
expressly defines them as such: " The mood of psychology is that of a discovering anxiety, and in its anxiety psychology portrays sin, while it worries and torments itself over the portrayal that it itself develops. " 10 In The Sickness unto
Death, despair is likewise a cipher of damnation: "By the aid of conscience
things are so arranged that the judicial report follows at once upon every fault ,
and that the guilty one himself must write it. But it is written in sympathetic hues
and therefore only becomes thoroughly clear when in eternity it is held up to the
light, while eternity holds audit over the consciences." 11 - Obstructed ontology
and ci pher, however, are not simply conditions of the natural individual. They are
not even adequately accounted for as a prehistorical result of the Fall. J;IistQ;:y
engraved the fissure between the unreadable cipher and truth. What William
asserts of the "exception, " and therefore of Kierkegaard's per&~ at
t e same time fragments of Kierkegaard's conception of the histocy_Qf..! Riri.t
Y'For in the face of the desolateness into which he has ventured and where there
is more to lose than merely one's life, every person, who is still a humanly
responsive person, recoils. He is quit with everything fundamental to human
existence and thus these fundaments, which should have been his support
through life, have become for him hostile powers. " 12 The fissure stands not only
between individual and text. If in his theology the two do not confront each other
directly, but reciprocally refer to one another, decay necessarily attacks the text
itself. Whereas according to every undiminished theological doctrine the signifying and the signified are unified in the symbolic word, in Kierkegaard the
"meaning" separates from the cipher in the text. The affects, as ciphers, draw
the fullness of immanence into themselves; the "meaning" remains frozen as an

abstract desideratum: ''I do it in the interest of its idea, its meaning; for I cannot
live exclusive of the idea;,I cannot endure that my life should have no meaning at
a I. The~does after all give a little meaniii&Jo it.: ' 13 For Kierk;.
gaard, meaning was not always estranged from man, but became so historically:
"The individuals of the contemporary generation are fearful of existence,
because it is God-forsaken; only in great masses do they dare to live, and they
cluster together en masse in order to feel that they amount to something. " 14
Hence the retrograde direction of his philosophy: '' Jn one word the direction of
my writings is, 'Back! ' And although it is all done without 'authority,' there is,
nevertheless, something in the accent which recalls a policeman when he faces a
riot and says, ' Back!' " 15 Kierkegaard's psychology of emotion wants to use the""'!
eternally, authentically human to conjure up historically lost meaning.

Objectless Inwardness
What Kierkegaard describes as " being quit with everything fundamental to
human existence'' was called, in the philosophical language of his age, the alienat~on ~f su~ject a~d objec~. Any_critical interpretati_on of Kierkegaard must take '
th1s ahenat1on as 1ts startmg pomt. Not that such mterpretation would want to
conceive the structure of existence as one of " subject" and " object" within the
framework of an ontological " project." The ca~ories of subject and Qbject
themselves originate historically, But it is precisely in these categories that interpretation is able to secure Kierkegaard's historical figure, a figure that dissolves
into general anthropological considerations when the question becomes that of a
"project of exist~nce. "&subject and oQi..ecLare historical concepts. they con~ti_tute at the same time the concrete conditLons of Kierkeg£tard's description of
Jwman existence ._This description conceals an antinomy in his thought mat
becomes evident in the subject/object relation, to which his "being quit" may be
~ced .. Thi,~ is. an anti!!.Q!!!t in . the conception o~ the relatio~ to. ontological
_!lleamng. K1erkegaard cofi"<!eives of such meanmg, contrad1ctof!!y, as_radicillydevolved upon the *I, a~ty-lmmancnt to the subject an'"cL..ru the..same
_me~ renounced and unreacnabfe tra~endenc~T Free, active s_!!!tie~i vity is
~r K1erkeg2Jrd tb~ bearer of all reality. ln his youth he accepted Fichte's criticism of Kant, and although he scarcely ever again formulated the problems that
are the legacy of the history of idealism from its origins to Hegel, there is still no
dou~t that the dissertation expresses what is silently presupposed by all " exis- l
~n~1al commun_ication"=·e;~e the ego ~e-abserbed-irrscruti
Jllzmg the ego m the C
, the more emaciated the ego became,
Until it ended by becQming__a s~ctor:}S 1mmortal as _ e ifSbano of Aurora. The
ego was like the crow, which, qce1ved by the fox's praise of its person, lost the
cheese. Thought had gone astray in that reflection continually reflected upon
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reflection, and every step forward naturally led further and further away fr~m aJI
content. Here it became apparent, and it will ever be so, that when one begms to
specu lat~t is essential to be pointed in the right direction. It failed to no~ce that
what it sought for was in the search itself, and since it refused to look for tt there,
it was not in all eternity to be found.~osophy was like a man who has his
spectacles on but goes on searching for them; he searches for what is right in
front of his nose, but he never looks there and so never finds them. Now that
which is external to experience, that which collided with the experiencing subject
like a solid body, after which each recoiled from the force of the impact In its own
direction; the thing-in-itself, which constantly persisted in tempting the experiencing subject (as a certain school in the middle ages believed the Yisiple
emblems in the Eucharist were present in order to tempt the believer); this e~r
nality, this thing in itself was what constituted the weakness in Kant's system. It
even became a problem whether the ego itself was not a thing in itself. ThisProblem was raised and resolved by Fichte. He removed the difficulty connected with
this 'in-itself' by placing it within thought, that is, ~rendered the ego infinite as
I = T. The producing ego is the same as the produced ego; I = I is the abstract
6
identity. With this he infinitely emancipated thought.' " A phrase from the
Unsciemific Postscript corresponds to this thesis where Fichte is played off theologically against Hegel at the same time that the relocation of all "meaning" in
pure subjectivity is affirmed: " Instead of conceding the contention of idealism,
but in such a manner as to dismiss as a temptation the entire problem of a reality
in the sense of a thing-in-itself eluding thought, which like other temptations
cannot be vanquished by giving way to it; instead of putting an end to Kant's
misleading reflection which brings reality into connection with thought; instead
of relegating reality to the ethical -_!:kgel scored a veritable advance; fQ!....!I:
became fantastic and vanquished ideali tic scepticism by means of pure thought,
which is merely an hypQthesis, and even if it does not so declare itself, a fantastic
hy12<>thesis " 17 Here, however, the countervaling tenden~y is already a~pare~t.
The question of the thing-in-itself is no longer answered tn the affirmattve wtth
the postulate of identity and absolute subjectivity; instead it is repulsed as "temptation" and held in abeyance. For the absolute "I , " the reality of the thing-initself mu t become problematical along with the reality of the "meaning" that is
indeed to be situated in the spontaneity of the "I." This insight can also be traced
to the dissertation: "But this infinity of thought in Fichte is like every other Fichtian infinity (hi ethical infinity is incessant striving for striving's own sake, his
aesthetic infinity is perpetual production for production's own sake, God's infinity is continual development for development's own sake), that is, a negative
infinity, an infinity without finitude , an infinity void of all content . Hence when
Fichte rendered the ego infinite he asserted an idealism in relation to which all
actuality became pale, an acosmism in relation to which his idealism became
actuality, notwithstanding the fact that it was docetism. With Fichte thought was

rendered infinite, and .subjectivity became infinite absolute negativity, infinite
tension and longing. Fichte hereby acquired a significance for knowing. His
Theory of Science rendered knowledge infinite. But that which he rendered infinite was the negative, h~mCe in place of truth he acquired certainty, not positive
but negative infinity in the infinite identity of the ego with itself. Jnstead of positive endeavor, i.e. happiness, he obtained negative endeavor, i.e. an ought. " 18
Absolute subjectivity is denied "meaning" along with happiness. The idealist
who conceived of " relegating reality to the ethical ," that is, to subjectivity, is at
the same time the archenemy of any assertion of the identity of the external and
the internal. The pathos of his philosophy is directed against this assertion from
the very first sentence of his pseudonymous works: " Dear Reader: I wonder if
you may not sometimes have felt inclined to doubt a little the correctness of the
familiar philosophic maxim that the external is the int~rnal~ and the inter~ the
external. Perhaps you have cherished in your heart a secret which you felt in aQ
its joy or pain was too precious for you to share with another. . .. Perhaps neither
of these presuppositions applies to you and your life, and yet you arc not a
stranger to this doubt; it flits across your mind now and then like a passing
shadow. " 19 Every line of Kierkegaard's work makes this presupposition. -The
contradictory elements in Kicrkegaard's formulation of meaning, subject, and
object are not sim_ely d~arate. They are interwoven with one another Tbe.U:.figurc js called lnwaroness. ln The Sickness -unJO Death, inwardness is deduced
..}!_the substantiali.!Y. ofJhe subject directly from its disproportionateness to the
outer world: "Well , there is no 'corresponding' external mark, for in fact an outward expression corresponding to close reserve is a contradiction in terms; for if
it is corresponding, it is then of course revealing. On the contrary," here- in the
moment of despair- " outwardness is the entirely indifferent factor in this case
Where introversion , or what one might call,inwardness wi1b a jammed lock ~s so
much the predominant factor. " 20 Where Fichte's idealism springs and develops
o e center of subjective spontaneity, in Kierkegaard the ''I'' is thrown back
onto itself by the superior power of otherness. He is not a philosopher of identity;
nor does he recognize any positive being that transcends consciousness. The
~of things is for him neither part of the sub·ect nor inde ndent of it Rather,
t supp tes t e subject with the mere "occasion" for the
thjs war(d is oiliiiti
deed, with mere resistance to the act of faith . In itself, this world remains random
and t~tally indeterminate. Participation in " meaning" is not one of its potentials.
In K1er
·
· I of a sub·ect/ob·ect in 'the He elian sense as there\
~ven objects; there is only an isolated su · tivit '
a dar
~
~ Indeed, on y b crossm~over this a~
nld-subjectivity be able to
~ate in ''meaning ' that otherwise denies itself to suBjectivity's solitude. In
;euon to achieve a transcendental ontology, lnwardnes takes up the "struggle
With itself, " on which Kierkegaard the "psychologist" reports. Yet no psycholoay is required to explain this struggle; not even the supposition - in which
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~~I w~ether characte~zing

Schremf, Przywara, and Vetter agree-of
the work or the person . Mourning can be shown , pragmatically, to be KJerkegaard's central affect in the foundational nexus of his philosophy. Whereas the
psychological factors under which Kierkegaard's philosophy developed are
scarcely to be denied, his character expresses a historical constellation. From a
historico-philosophica perspecti ve, Kierkegaard , the psychologically solitary, is
least solitary. He himself vouches for a situation of which he never tires of asseverating that he has lost r~,;ality. Even the extreme of solipsism falls within the
boundaries of his philosophical landscape: "This that inhers in the individual is
the only reality that does not become a mere possibility through being known,
and which can be known only through being thought; for it is the individual's
own reality. " 2 1 .fujhe im~ge....Qf the concrete individual, subjectivity rescues only
the rubble of the existent. Subjecti vity, in the form of objectless inwardness,
mourns in its painful affects for the world of things as for " meaning."

Immanent Dialectic
Kierkegaard bestows the term " dialectics" on the movement that subjectivity
completes both out of itself and in itself to regain " meaning. " This cannot be
conceived as a subject/object dialectic since material objectivity nowhere
becomes commensurable with inwardness. This dialectic transpires between subjecti vity and its "meaning," which the dialectic contains without being merged
with it, and which does not merge with the immanence of "inwardness." The
affinity between this dialectic and the mystical dialectic does not escape Kierkegaard . He uses the "~moralist" William - who in the overall plan of the oeu vre
represents the figure that does justice to reality - to carry out the critique of mysticism; this undoubtedly serves at the same time to free Kierkegaard from any
suspicion of mysticism. True, like the " moralist" who has perfected inwardness,
the mystic " has chosen himself absolutely. " 22 But, whereas for the "ethical
character" prayer becomes " more deliberate, " 23 for the mystic prayer takes on
an " erotic character" as an "intr usiveness in his relation to God. " 24 The mystic
25
impatiently disdains " the reality of existence to which God has assigned him"
26
and commits "a deceit against the world. " Through the negation of reality,
however, the content of mystical faith itself becomes dubious: " The mystic is
never consistent. lf he has no respect for reality in general it is not obvious why
he does not regard with equal distrust that moment in reality when, as he
believes, he was affected by the higher experience. That too is indeed a moment
of reality!" 27 This thought could easily enough turn against Kierkegaard himself.
But his arguments do not crystalize. The mystic is judged not according to the
measure of a reality that he fails, but according to the measure of his own inwardness: "The failing of the mystic is that by his choice he does not become concrete
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for himself, nor for God either; he chooses himself abstractly and therefore Jacks
transparentness. " 28 Tran§parentness, however, is itself exclusively determined
inwardly: by repentance.Z9 Ethical concretion therefore remains as abstract as the
mystical act, as the mer~oice of ~h oice . ' ' This choosing constitutes the
schema of all of Kierkegaar s dialecncs.J!mmd to no1?_ositive ~ntic con~nt,
transformin~ all beingj nto an "occasion" for its own acti vity, Kierkegaard 's dialectic exempts itself form materialdef w.iti<U!.J,It js immanent and in i(2 imma~nce ioiinite. llndeed he hopes to protect the dialectic from the bad infinity of the
simply unlimited: " When a mystification, a dialectical reduplication, is used in
the service of a serious purpose, it will be so used as merely to obviate a misunderstanding, or an over-hasty understanding, whereas all the while the true explanation is at hand and ready to be found by him who honestly seeks it. " 30 Or in
the act of " choice": "The self that o ne chooses in so far as o ne chooses oneself,
is assumed to be in existence prior to the choice; and likewise, one can only
choose the beloved that is indeed already the beloved. To choose the beloved can
only mean her acceptance.' ' 3 1 Yet the origi n of this immanent dialectic presents
itself at the same time as functional: ''Am I just suffering from an excess, morbid
reflectiveness? I can gi ve evidence that this is not the case. For there is a leading
thought in this whole matter that is as clear to me as day, namely to do everything
to work her loose and to keep my soul upon the apex of the wish. " 32 Maintaining
the self at the apex of the wish is nothing other than dialectical movement within
the enigmatic-unreal figure that Kierkegaard 's philosophy of immanence confers
upon this movement. This is the proper place for the question that Theodor
Haecker poses in his important treatise on Kierkegaard's concept of truth . He
reproaches Kierkegaard for a subjecti ve dynamic that, beyond its own tension,
assumes no autonomous being given to man. Kierkegaard's " terrible error" is
" that the starting point and ultimately everything is ' how. ' For the individual
commences with the 'what,' in a still weak, and just as distant ' how' the enduring, the dogmatic 'what' of faith , the supernatural seed, the content, that can
only be just that, which alone corresponds to the supernatural faith of the person
and which no human passion, however intense, can gain by coercion. " 33 Kierkegaaro is - Haecker continues - a " philosopher of becoming ... a spiritualist,
tfiat iS:one whO ace~ o expectation all! na ure wOuld be a ph1foscfPher of
~~However pointedly this takes issue ;ith the basic organization of the
PllllosoPhy, 't does not do ·u ice to the istorical depth of its foundation. Kierkegaaro did not, in neo-Kantian fashion, re
eive mg as pure becoming. Being
is supposed to inher in becoming as its content, one that is of course concealed
from the individual. Concealed being, enciphered " meaning," produces dialecticat movement, not blind subjective coercion.(This_raises Kierkegaard above
n>mantic efforts of reconstruction that claim to-t5e able to recreate ontology
Whole , pheno
icall . e refers to Jet consciousness circle about in the
~·sown dark Jahyrjnrh and c,a.m.ntunicat!!!,g assa~ays, without ~gim:un r
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aim, hopelessly expecting hope to flair up at the end of the most distant tunnel as
the distant light of escape, rather than deluding himself with thefata morgana of
static ontology in which the promises of an autonomous ratio are left unfulfilled.
This explains the preponderance of becoming over being in spite of the ontological question of origin.-The qualitative multiplicity of the being of ideas is transposed into the unity of immanent becoming. Croce's thesis that Hegel "only recognized contradictions and denied validity to differences" 35 also holds good for
Kierkegaard. The objectless dialectic subsumes all qualitative determinations under the formal category of " negation." According to Kierkegaard's philosophy,
dialectic is to be conceived as the movement of individual human consciOUSness
!ilfough contradictions. Its " intellectualized," essentially rational structure does
not in truth conflict with its content. Geismar, drawing on Hirsch, has shown that
Kierkegaard's " intellectualism" in the dialectical centerpiece, the doctrine of
Christian paradox, is of a part " with the energy with which Kierkegaard wants to
36
isolate Christ's revelation from that of any other religiosity. " The same evidence can be used to philosophically deduce the " intellectualism" from the condition of objectless inwardness, to which the theology of sacrifice itself belongs.
Where the intuition of things is repudiated as temptation, thought holds the
field and its monologue articulates itself exclusively through contradictions that
thought itself produces. Reality finds expression only in the internally contradictory temporal course of the monologue, that is, as history. Kierkegaard conceives
the choice of choice itself as historical, and its historicity is to guard against mysticism: "For man's eternal dignity consists in the fact that he can have a history,
the divine element in him consists in the fact that he himself, if he will, can
impart to this history continuity. " 37 - The doctrine of a "real dialectic, " which
contemporary Protestantism reads out of Kierkegaard and opposes to the idealist
dialectic, remains unconvincing. ~rkegaard did not "overcome" Hege~ys
tem of identity; Hegel is inverted, interiorized, and Kierkegaard comes clo~st to
reality where he holds to Hegel's historical dialectic. Indeed, Kierkegaard himself conceives the dialectic exclusively according to the schema of internality.
But in this schema he is continuall y confronted by history as it in truth is.

Philosophy of History
As an opponent of Hegel's doctrine of objective spirit, Kierkegaard developed no
philosophy of history. He wanted to use the category of the "person" and the
person's inner history to exclude external history from the context of his thought.
But the inner history of the person is bound anthropologically to external history
through the unity of the "race": "At every moment , the individual is both himself and the race. This is the individual's perfection viewed as a state. It is also a
contradiction. A contradiction, however, is always the expression of a task; a

task, however, is a movement; but a movement that as a task is the same as that
to which the task is directed is an historical movement. Hence the individual has

a history. But if the individual has a history, then the race also has a history. " 38
Race and individual are to substantiate each other reciprocally and indissoluably.
Kierkegaard takes the " person" to be the point of indifferentiation between
them. This point of indifferentiation must both maintain the exclusive unity of
the subjective dialectic and assign it an appropriate position in reality. The indifferentiation, however, cannot be stabilized.t.21?J.ectless inwardness strictly ex.- ~
eludes objective history;_bistory relent~sly drags mto::itSdL~claves of
ate inwar ness. , erefore Kierkegaard's construction of indifferentiation
becomes mere ambiguousness. This can be shown concisely in The Concept of
Anxiety, whose definition of hereditary sin as an anthropological and equally as
a historical constant is supposed to illuminate the essence of historicity itself.
Kierkegaard hesitates to recognize hereditary sin as a historical constant: " Intraditional terms, the difference between Adam's first sin and the first sin of every
other man is this: Adam's sin conditions sinfulness as a consequence, every other
first sin presupposes sinfulness as its condition. Were this so, Adam would actually stand outside the race, and the race would not have begun with him but
would have had a beginning outside itself, which is contrary to the terms of the
discussion . " 39 The recommencement in each individual that is required, so that
Adam is not situated "outside the race," negates any authentic history as the
constitutive transformation of the individual. Yet certain doubts are stirred up
tbat oppose this: What " the presence of sinfulness" -of hereditary sin, in any
case- " in a man, the power of the example , etc ... otherwise means in the
history of the race or as preliminary runs to the leap, without being able to
explain the leap, is something else. " 40 It is precisely the "something else,"
however, that is under consideration. It is the dependence of the person on exterDal history. As soon as Kierkegaard admits this, he arrives at the opposite thesis
of his initial assertion: "Since the race does not begin anew with every individ~· the sinfulness of the race does indeed acquire a history. ' ' 41 The contradiction
~not correctable as a mere inexactness in the logic of the presentation. It orig~s in two different concepts of history. - On one hand, history is conceived as
htstoricity": the abstract possibility of existence in time. As such, history is an
~lement of philosophical anthropology. It is therefore exemplified by a prototypICal phenomenon , which as prototypical is therefore an extrahistorical phenomAdam . He is not able to "condition sinfulness as a consequence" because
Would otherwise stand "outside the race," which would contradict the concept, that i~, the general .con.cept-Q( ~e. histori~al individual altogethe~
~ c~ute~uthenttc tstory,)jle trreverstble and irreducible uni u
f
historical fact , is emphatically re ect
y ter egaar~. According to his doc~· thi s ts stmply because Hits umquen-esntself excludes the fact - on account
Of tts uniqueness - from history; more important, however, the unique is
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excluded from history because uniqueness is contrary to the ahistorical , general
determination of the race; contrary, that is, to the determination of the individual
by the natural quality of the possibility of history. Indeed, Kierkegaartl..attemP.ts
to rescue the content of real historical uniqueness through the categories of the
:=;;c-;-· - - .
· 42
leaJLand the be innin.JU He s~., 1mpress1ve y o
e secre o _ ~Lr •
Precisely as the " leap, " however, the appearance of the tii'Sf is abstractly set
apart from historical continuity; it becomes a mere means for the inauguration of
a new "sphere," for which category the historical moment, the specific content
of the emerging ftrst, remains entirely insignificant. Its historical force continues
to resound only in the act of "achieving" a new sphere. Hereditary sin itself,
however, is bled of its historical substance: "That sin was not in the world before
Adam's first sin is, in relation to sin itself, something entirely accidental and
irrelevant. It is of no significance at all and cannot justify making Adam's sin
43
greater or the first sin of every other man lesser. " Jn Kierkegaard's doctrine of
hereditary sin, histor.y is nothing else than the formal schema according to"'\Vlii'th
the intrasubjective dialectic is to reverse into the dialectic of the ' absolu~ It
establishes the borders against mere subjectivity, leaving, however, the historical
fact in dark contingency. -On the other hand, real history prevails in his philosophy. Even the objectless " I" and its immanent history are bound to historical
objectivity. Kierkegaard makes this plain with regard to language. For language
is materially and qualitatively dependent on the objective historical dialectic and
at the same time, according to Kierkegaard's doctrine, ontologically predetermined. He attests to the doctrine's ambivalence. Language is said to be ontological in The Concept of Anxiety: " If one were to say further that the issue then
becomes a question of how the first man learned to speak, I would answer that
this is very true, but also that the question lies beyond the scope of the present
... psychologically pathbreaking ... investigation. However, this must not be
understood in the manner of modern philosophy as though my reply were evasive, suggesting that 1 could answer the question in another place. But this much
is certain, that it will not do to represent man himself as the inventor of
language. " 44 In contrast, the Stages teaches the rudiments of a nominalistic
theory of language that separates thoughts and words and surrenders language to
the "accidental," in any case to the intrahistorical: "People generally believe
that what makes a presentation of thought unpopular are the many technical terms
of scientific phraseology. That however is an entirely extrinsic sort of unpopularity, which scientific speakers have in common with sea-captains, for example.
who also are unpopular because they speak a jargon , and by no means because
they speak profoundly. Therefore time and again the phraseology of a philosophY
may penetrate even to the common man, proving that its unpopularity was o~ly
extrinsic. No, it is the thought and not the expression that makes a formutauon
essentially unpopular. A 'systematic' handicraftsman may be unpopular, but he is
not intrinsically unpopular, because he does not attach much thought to the
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exceedingly strange things he says.. .. Socrates, on the other hand, was the
most unpopular man in Greece, precisely because he said the same thing as the
simplest man, but attached infinite thought to it. " 4 5 The paradoxy of the interpretation of language as at once historical and extrahistorical has, however, as its
consequence that the concept of sin, whose content for Kierkegaard varies only
quantitatively in history while it is qualitatively assumed as prior to everything
historical , is also determined qualitatively and historically through language. For
the "innocence" of every later generation , which according to his theory enters
the sphere of sin exclusively through the " qualitative leap ," has at its disposal in
language a concept of si n that the generations have bequeathed to language. Kierkegaard is able to esca from this dilemma only through the powerless, psychologistic assertion that this later innocence, when it speaks of sin, in truth has no
Idea of what is actually meant by it: "Nevertheless, his anxiety iS not anxiety
about sin , for the distinctiOn between good and evil does not exist prior to the
developing actuality of freedom. This distinction , to the degree that it exists, for
example in language which even guiltlessness hears and speaks, is only a foreboding presentiment that through the history of the race may signify a more or a
~ss. " 46 Accordingly, intrahistorical persons would be situated at a level of consciousness that they do not find themselves in , even as children. Against Kierkegaard's intention, innocence and sin would constitute a continuum of various
levels of consciousness without a ' 'qualitative leap,' ' and the genesis of language
would be psychologically relativized. These aporia may have obliged Kierkegaard to let the paradox of language and history stand. Even in the positive-theological Training, concrete historical language is for him at the same time the seal
of truth: "Believe me it is highly important that a man's speech be accurate and
true, for so then will his thought be. " 47 Precisely here Kierkegaard shows reverence for the historical scars on the creaturely body of language, the foreign
Words, for the sake of their function in history: " Life is-to use a~
(partly because it so exactly characterizes the situation, and partly because itSo
PI'Omptly and definitely reminds everyone of what one should remember)-it is
an rxamen' [examination]. " 4 8 - If language is the form of the communication
of pure subjectivity and at the same time paradoxically presents itself as historically objective( objectless inwardness is reached in language ~ the external dia__lectic-tln spite of the thesis of the abstractness and contingency of the world of
dungs, inwardness is not altogether able to escape from it: they collide in ' 'exPI'ession" and in its historical figure. Inwardness attempts to still the external
World that crowds in on it by anathematizing history. Thus originates Kierke-J
~·s struggle against history, prompted empirically by the events of 1848. Internal history is the o
ue hi t r · but tr
·
ontends with that
Which IS t e 1 e princi Ie oThistory, i.e. with time. ut when true history, that is,
In 1v1 ual, contends with t1me, then the temporal and therefore every little
ltloment of it acquires its immense reality. " 49 In this sentence, written in 1843,
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historical heteronomy still appears as a matter of indifference, worthy of neglect.
Later, however, the image of history becomes that of radical evil, whose power
he admits insofar as he rages against it: "Oh, that there were someone (l ike the
heathen who burnt the libraries of Alexandrea) able to get these eighteen centuries out of the way- if no one can do that, then Christianity is abolished. Oh, that
there were someone capable of making it clear to these many orators who prove
the truth of Christianity by the I ,800 years-that there were someone who could
make it clear to them (terrible as it is) that they are betraying, denying, abolishing
50
Christianity-if no one can do that, then Christianity is abolished. " From the
annihilation of historical reality by the absolute self, the motive of "contemporaneousness" emerges in which contemporary dialectical theology imagines it
possesses the key to reality: " For in relation to the a?solute there is only o.ne
tense: the present. For him who is not contemporary w1th the absolute-for h1m
it has no existence. " 51 The external world is lost in the face of "inner history";
but inner history can only transpire simultaneously as a " relation to the absolute." For its time has no binding unity of measure; jt is exclusively the i~a
oent form Ofthe'" cliale~ovement unreal in the face of Qle "absolute."
Thus history vanishes. The early Kierkegaard attempted to justify this epistemologically in one oft~ssays of "aesthete A," who invariably represents Kier~e
gaard's own doctrine. The doctrine is Platonizing, in contr~st to the large~ dialectical intention of the work, and therefore at the same time problematically
expressed: "Should anyone feel called upon to say that the .tragic always remai~s
the tragic, l should in a sense have no objection to make, 10 so far as every hiStorical evolution always remains within the range of the concept. On the supposition that his statement has meaning, and that the repetition of the word tragic is
not to be regarded as constituting an empty meaningless parenthesis, then the
meaning must be this , that the content of a concept does not dethrone the c~ncept
but enriches it. On the other hand, it can scarcely have escaped the attention of
any observer . .. that there is an essential difference between ancient tragedy
and modern tragedy. If, in turn , one were to emphasize this difference absolutely,
and by its aid , first stealthily, then perhaps forcibly, to separate the conceptions of
the ancient and modern tragical , his procedure would be no less absurd than that
of the man who denied any essential difference; for he would thereby be cutting
off the branch he sits on and would only prove that what he wanted to separate
belongs together. " 52 If here history is still mastered by the "range of the
concept" in which, according to the Hegelian model, a historical dialectic transpires,<l!_istory later evades the plan and appears simply as a threat t~ inwardness. :{!le liorror 10 e aceof every specifically historical content IS finallY
·concrltized-as-a-nega ve..philgsophy of history. Sucn a negative philosophy of
history is found, in defiance of "simultaneity," in the Instant, and is n~tabiY
reminiscent of neo-Platonic, gnostic doctrine: "In a totally opposite sense h1storY
is a process. The idea is introduced- and with that it enters into the process of
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history. But unfortunately this does not (as one ludicrously assumes) result in the
purification of the idea, which never is purer than in its primary form. No, it
results, with steadily increasing momentum, in garbling the idea, in making. it
hackneyed, trite, in wearing it out, in introducing the impure ingredients which
originally were not present (the very opposite of filtering), until at last, by the
enthusiastic cooperation and mutual approbation of a series of successive generations the point is reached where the idea is entirely extinguished and the opposite of the idea has become what they now call the idea, and this they maintain
has been accomplished by the historical process in which the idea has been purified and refined. " 53 Kierkegaard thereby takes up in his fmal p9lemic the romantic thesis of a golden age. Already in Either/Or, William/claims: ''Our age
reminds one vividly of the dissolution of the Greek city-state: everything goes on
as usual, and yet there is no longer anyone who believes in it. The invisible spiritual bond which gives it validity no longer exists, and so the whole age is at once
comic and tragic - tragic because it is perishing, comic because it goes on. " 54
This borders on insight into the historical origin of objectless inwardness: ''Men
have perceived that it avails nothing to be ever so distinguished an individual
man, since no difference avails anything. A new difference has consequently
been hit upon: the difference of being born in the nineteenth century. " 55 All that
would be needed is the sequacious insight that in fact " no difference avails
anything" for his own concept of absolute inwardness to appear in front of his
own eyes as a romantic island where the individual undertakes to shelter his
"meaning" from the historical flood . But it is at this point that Kierkegaard's
thought breaks off, and he supposes himself protected on the island from the
flood. The following sentence is perfectly characteristic: " It is not to be denied
that the whole tendency of the age often makes such a marriage'' -one ''that has
been rescued from reflection and its shipwreck' ' - ''a dolorous necessity. As for
this ' necessity,' however, it must be remembered that every generation, and each
individual in the generation, begins life anew to a certain extent, and that for
each one severally there is a possibility of escaping this maelstrom. ' ' 56 The flood
of history is similar to the devastating maelstrom; in it, however, the person
~rts himself as free. Only at particular instants do person and history come
bUo contact. At these moments of contact, however, the historical dimension
shrivels. The concept of "situation," Kierkegaard's own present isolated from
historical contingency, corresponds to the concept of " simultaneity," the reve~on that has already occurred. It is true that the concept of "situation" contains
historical , real elemo;;nts in itself. These elements, however, are isolated and sub~inated to the individual. ·~on ~ for Kierkegaard , is not-as is objective
history for Hegel- graspabkJbrough the-construction of the concept, but only
~the SpoJltaneous decisivenes_s of the autonomous individ~ritrthe
~age ofitlealism, in "situation" Kierkegaard pursues the indifferentiation of
SUbject and object. He is able to do without it so long as i~wardness -lacking
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a!!}' ob.ect- is withdrawn into itsel .
as it is overwhelmed by objecti vity.

''Situation''
Therefore the "situation" is not directly intuited ; rather it is produced in advance
by its concept; according to the schema in which he presents _the movement of
inwardness and which at the same time largely corresponds- m the category of
reflection - to the Hegelian philosophy of history: " For in fact the people he
addresses are already Christians. But if it is C hristians he is addressing, what can
be the sense of getting them to become Christians? If, on the contrary, they are
not Christians, in his opinion, although they call the mselves such , the very fact
that they call themselves Christians shows that here we have to do with a situation
d .. s7
.
be
. I
that demands reflection , and with that the tacttcs must
enttre y reverse .
58 . .
"
If
h
.
The situation that " translates everything into terms of refl ectton
IS 1tse at t e
same time conceived as a ·'sphere of reflection.'' Situation there by proves itself
to be subjecti ve-objective indifferentiation: on the basis of its objective-historical
derivation, it gives cause for reflection and at the same time roots itself in the
eleme nt of subjective reflectedness that, according to Kie rkegaard , " has transcended all immediacy." In Kierkegaard 's "situation," historical acl_!!.ality
appears as reflection. Indeed , it appears re-flected , literally thrown ~ack . Th_e
harder subjectivity rebounds back into itself from the heteronomous, mdetermtnate, or simply mean world, the more clearly the external world expresses itself,
mediatedly, in subjectivity. The course o f this process is the same as that of
Kierke gaard's own development. Only when its immanent dialectic is repe lled by
external reality-where it is still tolerated as aesthetic immediacy and as t~e
" middle reality" of the ethical - does reality e nter into the dialectic and the dtalectic plastically reproduce the contours o f the external world. The polemical
character which characte rizes all of Kierkegaard's state ments on the "situation," originates not from the pathos of a " prophetic attack " occasional ly arrogated by his tone. On the offensive,Jlis philosophy rese_o~ th~ainful intru~ reality.J nto the objectless interior, marked by th~ :~essive moveme nt _of
the sel~. This accounts for Kierkegaard's political optmons. However conststently they fail to grasp the circumstances, they are more deeply formed by thern
than the blatantly reactionary, provincial , and individualistic thesis (particularly
in the Diaries) would ever lead one to imagine. This ultimately becomes evide nt.
For the later Kierkegaard, situation is "what subsists." In the Training and For
Self-Examination , the subsistent is still spoken of with a timidity that w~uld ha~
pily give unto Caesar what is his, because in truth a Caesar no more ex1sts for 1 ~
than does property. In the final essays, however, the concept of the " subsistent'
obtains its true force insofar as it absorbs the actual social condition : " Might
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there in these shrewd times be found even a youth who does not easily understand
that, if the state got the notion, for example, of wanting to introduce the religion
that the moon is made out of a green cheese, and to that end were to arrange for
1000 jobs for a man with family, steadily promoted, the consequence would beif only the state held to its purpose-that after a few generations a statistician [
would be able to affirm that this religion (the moon is made out of a green cheese)
is the prevailing religion in the land?" 59 For Kierkegaard , the re lation of church
and state stands in the foreground. Yet his attack takes him far enough to allow
him to see through the socioeconomic bases of this re lation: " Of course it wi ll
cost money, for without money one gets nothing in this world, not even a certificate of eternal blessedness in the other world; no, without money one gets nothing in this world. " 60 This sort of comment, whose applicability could easily
enough spring from the bearers of relig ion to re ligion itself, can be found in
Georg Buechne r. The economic motive of society is formulated with pe rfect clarity in the antithesis: " By seeing the g lorious ones, the w itnesses to the truth ,
venture everything for Christianity, one is led to the concl usion: Christianity must
be truth. By conside ring the priest one is led to the conclusion: Christianity is
hardly the truth, but profit is the truth. " 61 - For Kierkegaard , the extenial world
becomes effectively real only in its depravity. It is therefore in the "situation"
that his dialectic makes its way out of a ci
unmanence. The situation confronts immane nce with the depraved present as its own origin ; in protest, the situation is ,forced toward " reflection. " Kie rkegaard gladly played off left-Hegelian materialist authors, such as Boerne and Feue rbach, against an empty idealist
philosophy of ide ntity-against a church he thought less knowledgeable of the
essence of Christianity than precisely Feuerbach;62 behind his ironic-dialectical
intention, a secret affinity may be hidden. There is enough materialist explosive
present in the Instant , and the either/or of inwardness must, once shaken by the
impact of the subsistent, reverse as fundamentally into its antithesis as Kierke&aard asserts the thesis. The efficient cause, however, hidde n in the "subsistent," whJs;h ~tuatim!" re veal s, is none othe r than the knowledge of the
~a 1~f soci.&!_ife, the alie nation of the indi vidual from a world that come
lllto focus as a mere commodity. This clarifies Kierkegaard 's formulation of the'
rtlation of subject and object. In his philosophy the knowing subject can no more
ltach its objecti ve correlative than , in a society dominated by exchange-value ,
~ings are " immediately" accessible to the person. Kierkegaard recogni zed the
distress of incipient high-capitalism . He opposed its pri vations in the name of a
lost immediacy that he sheltered in subjecti vity. He analyzed neither the necessity
and legitimacy of reification nor the possibility of its correction. But he did nev~n_helcss-even if he was more foreign to the social order than any other ideal IStic thinker - note the re lation of reification and the commodity form in a metaphor that need only be take n literally to correspond with Marxist theories.
According to the Training ( 1850): " To reflect means, in one sense of the
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word, to come quite close to something which one would look at, whereas in
another sense it implies an attitude of remoteness, of infinite remoteness so far as
the personality is concerned. When a painting is pointed out to one and he is
asked to regard it, or when in a shop one looks at a piece of cloth, for example,
he steps up quite close to the object, in the latter instance he even takes it in his
hands an.d feels it, in short, he gets as close to the object as possible. But in
another sense, by this very movement he goes quite out of himself, gets away
from himself, forgets himself, and there is nothing to remind him that it is he that
is looking at the picture or the cloth, and not the picture or the cloth that is looking at him. That is to say, by reflection I enter into the object (I become objec63
tive), but I go out of or away from myself (I cease to be subjective). " Christianity, however, brings rescue from the extremity of reification: "For Christian
64
truth, if I may say so, has itself eyes to see with, yea, is all eye.' ' Truth does not
have the character of a thing. It is the divine glance, which falls like the intellectus archetypus on alienated things and releases them from their enchantment.- Along with the things, human relations and humanity itself are
enchanted: "Some reflections! You can perceive that in the speaker: his glance is
drawn back into the eye, he resembles not so much a man as one of those figures
carved in stone that has no eyes .... So it is that the ' 1,' who was the speaker,
dropped out; the speaker is not an '1,' he is the thing at issue , the reflection. And
as the 'I' failed, so also the 'thou' was done away with, thou the hearer, the fact
that thou who sittest there art the person to whom the discourse is addressed.
Indeed, it has almost gone so far that to talk in this personal fashion to other
people is regarded as ' getting personal.' By 'getting personal' one understands
unseemly and rude behavior-and so it will not do for the speaker, '1,' to talk
personally, and to persons, the hearer, 'thou. ' '' 65 Inwardness takes hold of the
reified person and breaks its own spell: ''When the castle door of inwardness has
long been shut and is finally opened, it does not move noiselessly like an apartment door which swings on hinges.' ' 66 Admittedly, this door opens onl}1 for the
instant. For "in the external world, everything belongs to the possessor. It is subject to the law of indifference" - of reification - "and the spirit of the ring obeys
the one who has the ring, whether he is an Aladdin or a Noureddin, and he who
has the wealth of the world has it regardless of how he got it. It is different in the
world of the spirit. " 67 Thus shallow idealism consoles itself over the "situation"; it comfortably divides up its objects into internal and external , spirit and
nature, freedom and necessity.

Interieur

¥

~

The fitting name of the "situation,'' as the powerless-momentary indifferentiation of subject and object, is not the castle, with which Kierkegaard romantically
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compares inwardness. Nor need the name be established sociologically by mere
"coordination" with Kierkegaard; rather, it is pragmatically implicit in his work.
And, indeed, it is.Jo-00-found in the imagery of the partmen~ior, which,
while it discloses ltsel.Lonly, to interpretation, demands interpretation by its striking ind~ndence~ It is the bourgeois interieur of the nineteenth century, ·before
which all talk of subject, object, indifferentiation, and situation. pa1es to an abstract metaphor, even thou_gb_for Kierkegaard the image of the interieur. itself .
serves only as a metaphor for the nexus of his fundamental conc~ts. The relation
is reversed as soon as interpretation gives up the compulsion of identity that is
exerted even by Kierkegaard's idea of situation, which indeed exclusively occurs
as the actual site of inward decisiveness.- Philoseph[fally schooled authors have
not yet given any attention to Kierkegaard'; interieur. nly Monrad's innocuous
biography betrays- in a single passage-know edge of the true state of affairs:
"How his fantasy developed, aided by the arts of disguise and imagery, during
promenades in the parlor, how it ran wild!- In the parlor! Everywhere one looks
.in Kierkegaard, one finds something undeniably shut-in; and out of his prodigious oeuvre there comes to us the smell of the hotho~. " 68 From Kierkegaard's
.,youthful writings Geismar quotes the description of those "promenades in the
parlor" that importantly illuminate~ work of the isolated individual. There the
report i~f.a-"Johannes Climac'us" (the pseudonym with which Ki~rkegaard
l~ter.. c.Waked his own position-1... " When Johannes on occasion asked for permisSion to gb out, he was most otten denied; as an alternative, the father occasionally offered his hand for a walk up and down the hall. At first sight this was a
~ager ersatz, and yet ... something totally out of the ordinary was hidden in
It. The suggestion would be accepted , and it would be left entirely up to Johannes
Where they would go. Then they went out the front door to a nearby garden
house, or to the beach, just as Johannes desired; for the father was capable of
e~erything. As they now went up and down the hall, the fat her pointed out everydung they saw; they greeted others passing by, cars noisily crossed their way,
~wning out the father's voice; the cakes in the bakery window were more invitmg than ever. ' ' 69 Thus the flaneur _promenades in his room; the world only
~s to him reflected by pure inwardness. Images of interiors are at the center
of the earTy Kie~aard's philosophical constructions. These images are indeed
PI'Oduced by the philosophy, by the stratum of the subject-object relation in the
Yiork, but they .point beyond this straturn_ Q.t the strength of the things that they
ltcord~~s m themetaphori
inter.~ the intentions ofKierkegaard's phi~ph intertwine_, s.o the interieur is also the real ~ace that sets free the cate~es of the philosop!!};. The central motive of reflection belongs to the
llllerieur. The "seducer" begins a note: "Why can. you not be quiet and well
behaved? You have done nothing the entire morning except to shake my awning,
~II at my window mirror, play with the bell-rope from the third story, rattle the
Windowpanes , in short, in every possible way tried to get my attention!' ' 7° Kierke-
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gaard may have introduced the "window mirror" as a "~ymbo~" fo.r the
reflected seducer with intentional casualness. But it defines an 1mage m which against Kierkegaard's intention - social and historical material is sedimented.
The window mirror is a characteristic furnishing of the spacious nineteenth-century apartment; that such an apartment is under discussion is evident from the
mention of the "bell-rope from the third st9ry'' that must be OCCUpied by anOther
family for him to have a separate bell-rope. The function of the window mirror is
..!Q ~roject the endless row of apartment buildings into the isolated bourgeois
living room; by the mirror, the living room dominates the reflected row at the
same time that is is delimited by it- just as in Kierkegaard's phjlosophy the "situation" is subordinat~ to subj~ctivity and yet is defined by i~ t~eir tim~ , t~e
nineteenth century, wmdow m1rrors were commonly ca11e~ -wh1ch IS
~w Kierkegaard refers to himself in his final self-account: " I am, that is, like a
,.spy in a higher service, in the service of the idea and as such must keep watch
onthe intellectual and the religious and spy out how 'existence' matches up
71
with knowledge and ' Christendom' with Christianity. " He who looks into the
window mirror, however, is the private person, solitary, inactive, and separated
from the economic process of production. ~window mirror testifies to~
lessness- it casts into the apartment only the semblance of tl}ings -and isolated
erivac~ Mirror and mourning hence belong together. It is thus that Kierke~aard
himself used the metaphor of the mirror in the Stages: " There was once a father
and a son. A son is like a mirror in which the father beholds himself, and for the
son the father too is like a mirror in which he beholds himself as he will someday
be. However, they rarely regarded one another in this way, for their daily intercourse was characterized by the cheerfulness of gay and lively conversation. It
happened only a few times that the father came to a stop, stood before the son
with a sorrowful countenance, looked at him steadily and said: ' Poor cbl!_d, you
, live in silent despair. ' " 72 Melancholy appears in the symbol of the'ffiirror in the
archaic and the mode ,..- as the im.Prisonment of mere spirit m ifSill. IS imprisonment is, however, at the same time imprisonment in a natural relation ; in the
ambiguous bond between father and son. The image of the interieur therefore
draws a11 of Kierkegaard's philosophy into its perspective, because in this image
the doctrine's elements of ancient and unchanging nature present themselves
directly as the elements of the historical conste11ation that governs the image.
~s the key to Kierke~ard 's entire oe~vre may indeed~ sou~ht in a passage
from the " Diary of a Seducer" : "Env1ronment and settmg sttll have a great
/ influence upon one; there is something about them which st~mp~ itself firmly and
fieeply in memory, or rather upon the whole soul, and wh1ch IS therefore never
forgotten . However old 1 may become, it will always be impossible for me to
think of Cordelia amid surroundings different from this little room. When I come
to visit her, the maid admits me to the hall; Cordelia herself comes in from her
room, and, just as I open the door lO enter the living room, she opens her door, so

that our eyes meet exactly in the doorway. The living room is small , comfortable,
little more than a cabinet. Although I have now seen it from many different viewpoints, the one dearest to me is the view from the sofa. She sits there by my side;
in front of us stands a round tea table, over which is draped a rich tablecloth. On
the table stands a lamp shaped like a flower, which shoots up vigorously to bear
its crown, over which a delicately cut paper shade hangs down so lightly that it is
never still. The form of the lamp reminds one of oriental lands, the movement of
the shade of the mild oriental breezes. The floor is concealed by a carpet woven
from a certain kind of osier, which immediately betrays its foreign origin. For the
moment I let the lamp become the keynote of my landscape. I am sitting there
with her outstretched on the ground, under this wonderful flower. At other times
I let the osier rug evoke ideas about a ship, about an officer's cabin- we ~ail out
into the middle of the great ocean. Whe'}We sit
·stance from the window;-we'
gaze directly into heaven's vast horizo~. . . . ordelia's environment must have
no foreground , but only the infinite boldness of far horizons. She must not be of
the earth, but ethereal, not walking but flying , not forward and back, but everlastingly forward. " 73 In this description Kierkegaard's philosophical intention
~ncounters, without any effort on his part, objective, historical contents in those
of the interieur. The "illustration" takes on a life of its own that ignites in the
text of his thoughts, and consumes the text with its images. The text was concerned with a vague-erotic "mood, "which is only deciphered in the outline of
the illustration; and concerned as well with the category of the infinite that,
thro~gh contrast, binds the dialectic of the seducer to the intimacy of the personal-pnvate. But the force of the material goes beyond the intention of the metaphor.. The interieur is accentuated in contras...!..!Q.J!!e horizon, not just as .!_hefl nite
m contr.asLto...the....s.yp osedly erotic-aesthetic infinitude but rather as an
'i)(;.ectless interior vis-a-vis sp,a~._Space does not enter the intt rieur ·tis on IiTts A.
_ ndary. The interieur is ~ic~y posit~ on the boundary of ~ce as the
~determinate being; it is P?lemically the equivalent of Kierkeg_aru:d 's "sub~!!._ve thinker. 'i Just as external history is "reflected " in internal history, in-the
"!_!irieur space is se~-Kierkegaard no more discerned the element of semblance jn .all merely reflected and reflectin intrasubjective reality, than Ire sees
~ugh the semblance of the spatial in the image of the interieutjBut here he is
~sed by tll!"material. tis not by accident that he readily GQIUpares inwardness"'i¥.
With a fortress_) Under the sign of the fortress as that of the primordial past, and
IInder the sign of the interieur as that of the incalculably distant, which are
stamped upon the present and the nearest, semblance gains its power. The conten~ the interieur are mere decoration, alienated from the purposes they repl'tSent, deprive of theirown use-value, engendered solely by the isolated apart=:nt that is ~;eated in the fi.rst place by th,eir juxtaposition . The "lamp shaped
~ flower ; the dream onent, fit together out of a cut paper lampshade hung
OVer Us crown and a rug made of osier; the room an officer's cabin, full of pre-
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cious decorations greedily collected across the seas-the completefata morgana
of decadent ornaments receives its meaning not from the material of which they
are made but from the interieur that unifies the imposture of things in the fonn
of a still 'life. Here, in the image, lost objects are conjured. The self is overwhelmed in its own domain by commodities and their historical essence Their
illusory quality is historically-economically produced by the alienation of th~ng
from use-value. But in the interieur things do not remain alien. It draws meanmg
out of them. Foreignness transfonns itself from alienated things into expressio~;
mute things speak as "symbols." The ordering of things in the apartment IS
called arrangement. Historically illusory objects are arranged in it as the_ semblance of unchangeable nature. In the imerieur archaic images unfold: the 1mage
of the flower as that of organic life; the image of the orient as specificany t~e
homeland of yearning; the image of the sea as that of eternity itself. For the semblance to whic h the historical hour condemns things is eternal. God-abandoned
creation presents itself marked by the ambiguity of sembla~ce until it ~s re~cued
by the actuality of judgment. The semblance of th~etermty of creation m t~e
image of the interieur is the eternity of the transcience of all semblance.- ~I S
alone gives the doctrine of "situation" as indifferentiation its concrete meanmg.
Indifferentiation is not simply, as it is conceived in Kierkegaard's philosophy,
that of the subjective and objective, but of the historical and the natural . The
imerieur is the incarnate imago of Kierkegaard's phjJosophical " point": everything truly external has shrunken to the point. The same spacelessne~s can be
recognized in the structure of his philosophy. It is not developed success1vely, but
in 8 complete simultaneity of all moments inasingle point , that of "existence,"
This explains the peculiar difficulty for every presentation o~ Kierkega~d that
must arduously analyze the spatial and temporal instant of h1s thought mto the
extensive and sequential. Kierkegaard intimates this himself in the ironic afterword to the Stages: "enthralled by the one thought I have not budged from the
spot. " 74 The world, however, cannot spread it elf out in the point, but can appear
only as an optical illusion, as through a peephole. ln semblance, however,
the historical world presents itself as nature. -That in Kierkegaard the "situ~
tion" - i.e., of Christianity- and the " modern" apartment belong together IS
evident in a passage of the preparative, polemical work For Self-Examin~tion:
" No, just as in a well-appointed house one is not obliged to go downstairs_to
fetch water, but by pressure already has it on the upper floors merely by turn1~g
the tap, so too is with the real Christian orator, who, just because Christianity IS
7
his life, has eloquence, and precisely the right eloque nce, close at hand. " $ A
metaphor of technical life as the temporal present stands in for t~e eterna~ preparedness of the Christian condition, and in the apartment ete~mty and h1story
merge. In the most noteworthy fashion the images of demontc , nature-bound
defiance in The Sickness unto Death are derived from mechanics, even thoug~
the sickness is supposed to be that of the creature and not of the historical indl-
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vidual. They devour the historical moti ve of reification with an archaic motive
that is summoned up out of it: "No, this puffing and the onrush which succeeds
it is really not the thing that has to be considered, but rather the even momentum
with which the locomotive proceeds and whic h occasions the puffing. All9 so it
is with sin. " 76 - Elsewhere Kierkegaard combines sorcery and machine, unintentionall y revealing the demonic character of subjecti ve-autonomous existence
more through the image than through the thought: " The least inconsistency is a
prodigious Io s, for with that a man ... [and] existence which is under the rubric
of spirit ... in fact loses consistency; that same instant the spell is perhaps
broken, the mysterious power which bound all powers in harmony is enfeebled ,
the spring loses its tension, the whole machinery is a c haos where the forces fight
in rebellion against one another, to the injury of the self, and therein there is no
accord with oneself, no momentum, no impetus . The prodigious machine which
in consistency was so compl iant with its iron strength, so pliable with all its
power, is in disorder. " 7 ( He goes even further wit~~ secret of the first ," the
most obscure ~of the-mechailks of h1s OaY: "~ho as~ in a balloon rises by casting weights from him. so do¢s the
g-msn-sink by casting from him the good. " 73 The final metaphor of the train irradiates like a flare
in a thoroughly magical metaphysics suc h as Kierkegaard otherwise disdained:
"The case of the guil ty man who journeys through life to eternity is like that of
the murderer who with the speed of the railway train fled from the place where he
perpetrated his crime. Alas, just under the railway coach where he sat ran the
electric telegraph with its signal and the order for his apprehension at the next
station. When he reached the station and alighted from the coach he was arrested.
In a way he had himself brought the denunciation with him. " 79 Thus Kierkegaard himself turns over the key to all civilizatory metaphors: in the assumption
of the actuality of j udgment, the semblance of sudden historical figur>$ is at once
destroyed and fulfilled. They revolve around the bourg_eois a artment as the locus
of their historical fulftllment and as their powerful cipher. Thus is to be underStood the~st memorable passage thatKier egaard deaiCated to the interieur
from the multiply important Repetition: "One climbs the stairs to the firs t floor in
~gas-illuminated building, opens a little door, and stands in the entry. To the left
IS a glass door leading to a room. One continues directly ahead into an anteroom.
Beyond are two entirely identical rooms, identically furnished , as if one were the
reflection of the other. The farther room is tastefully illuminated. A candelabra
stands on a writing table; a gracefully designed annchair upholstered in red
~elvet stands before the desk . The nearer room is not illuminated. Here the pale
hght of the moon blends with the strong light from the inne r room. One takes a
seat by the window and looks out o n the great square, sees the shadows of pass~rsby hurryi ng along the walls; everything is transfonned into theatrical decoration. ( A dre~ackground of the soul. . . . Having
smoked a cigar, one retires to the further room and begins to work . - It is past
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midnight. One extinguishes the candles and lights a little night candJe. Unmin-

gled, the light of the moon is victorious. A single shadow appears even bla_sker;
the echo of a single footstep takes a long time to disappear. The c ou ess arch of
heaven has a sad and pensive look as if the end of the world had already come and
heaven, unperturbed, were occupied with itself. •; 80 The idea of judgment, as
M otherworldly as the moonlit scenery beyond the interieur and mere inwardness,
'I softly echoes in the image of the apocalypse. Gas lighting andred.plush.Nmchair
, are the historical traces in the image; with the false comfort of singing flames,
with their diffuse light, ~ith the cheap imitation of crimson, they are at the sam e
time the refuge of semblance. The gaslight flees from the moon back into itself,
just as does Cordelia's room from the open horizon, and suffers the street only as
a reflection, "a dream world glimmers in the background of the soul." The
duplication of the room is unfathomable, seeming to be a reflection, without
being so: like these rooms, all semblance perhaps resembles itself, so long as it
itself, obedient to nature, persists as semblance. With the word " decoration" the
image of the apartment calls itself by name, as if it wanted to awaken. But in the
t!nterieur melanchoiYJdreams on; "as if the end of the world had already come,"
it begins and remains in the apartment. Later Kierkegaard once again brought
together illumination and melancholy -which, being objective, he could not
comprehend: "Silence! Silence! Silence is not a definite something, for it does
not consist simply in not speaking. No, silence is like the subdued light in the
cozy room, like friendliness in the humble chamber" 8 1- in the interieur as the
prototypical cell of abandoned inwar.Qness. ~h~olace of this light is semblance, ' 'more beneficial than the subdued I ight of evening to weak eyes."'~~
of the half-light of such melancholy emerge the contours of " domesticity,"
which for Kierkegaard constitutes the arena of existence. 83 It therefore constitutes the contours of his doctrine of existence itself. Inwardness anQ_melancholy,
the semblance of nature and the actuality of judgment; his ideal of concrete i.!:!Qt_
vidual human life and his dream of a hell that the despairing inhabits for his lifetime exactly like a house-the models of all of his concepts are sworn to a sile.nt
tableau in the dece tive lig}lt of ere uscular rooms in which escape is the issue if
one wants to separate what is true in them from what is deceptive. In the interieur
the'historicaJ diaJectic and the eternal power of nature pose their peculiar puzzle.
It must be solved by philosophical criticism, which seeks the real ~ orhis
idealistic inwardness i.!! the historical, as in the prehistorical.

Chapter 3

Explication of Inwardness

I

I

Sociology
A sociology <l.f~~'t'ardness would be necessary to historically explain the image
of the interieur. The idea of such a sociology is only apparently paradoxical.
L!_nwardness presents itself as the restriction of hum~tence to a private
sphere free from the power of reification ) yet as a private sphere it itself belongs,
\tonly polemically, to the soci~ctur~.- With ironic modesty and some arrogance, Kierkegaard occasionally lays claim to the title of a man of private means:
"An insignificant thinker, an intellectuaJ with a private income, a speculative
melancholic, occupying like a poverty-stricken lodger a garret at the top of a vast
building, sits there in ~e. held ca tiv in what seemed_to him diffic~lt ~ughts_.:' 1 Kierkegaard disclosed something of the character of the S<(cial
relation between the outer wQ[!d and the privately suppocted-tl:!ffiker: " A truly
Breat ethical personality would seek to realize his life in the following manner.
He would strive to develop himself with the utmost exertion of his powers; in so
doing he would perhaps produce great effects in the external world. But this
Would not seriously engage his attention, for he would know that the external
result is not in his power, and hence that it has no significance for him , either pro
or contra . " 2 But how would the moral person have to conduct himself if the outer
World were indeed in his power or if he could gain control of this power? Does
not Kierkegaard recognize the external as distinct from the internal and as materia.! of ethical conduct; would not, in that case, morality itself be dependent on
the historical condition of this material as its proper object? B ®nyi.n~ Jh~.se>Gia
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uestion Kierke aard falls to the mercy of his own histo · 1-sitttatiort;-tbat of
first half of the nmeteent century. Within commodious limits
the renlter IS economically independent, more so than the owner of the same
amount of productive capital in the age of high-capitalism in which a comparable
amount of wealth lost all independence as a result of the concentration of finance
capita l and the division of stock in public corporations . Yet the limits of this economic position are evident: excluded from economic production, the rentier does
not accumulate capital, or in any case incomparably less than an industrialist with
a similar estate; nor is he able to exploit economically the intellectual labor of
isolated ''literary work,'' as he mentions in the First and Last Declaration: ''the
honorarium has, to say the least, been rather Socratic. " 3 He stands in opposition
to the progress of economic competition that made his type almost extinct. Only
an agrarian, economically underdeveloped country could initially guarantee him
security and make possible his particularstyleoflife. According to Geismar, Kierkegaard spurned - on the basis of religious scruple-any interest-bearing investment of his small estate and instead consumed it in installments. Neither the
rentier nor its counterpart, the "philistine" -which Kierkegaard constantly criticized - are to be understood in the sense of the modern antithesis of industrialand petty-bourgeoisie.<~t dependenl orrborrowed cagital, ~t requ~ to sell
~abQ! ~wer, the r.eotie.r maintajns an "o~n view. " His knowledge goes
beyond the pure immediacy of his "milieu," in which the " philistine" is
immured; the necessities of his own social position do not block an overview of
the whole and the "essential"; hence the vain self-irony of the tone with which
he refers to himself as a simple pensioner, whereas it is precisely his economic
position as rentier that guarantees a totality to which classical German idealism
laid claim with less ceremony.- What to
a
ar as Kierke aard'
ty-bourgeois characteristics correspond to his exclusion ro
on.Q!!JiC pro~on , the
.::,:iccidents" to which he is indeed ultimately subject. One su~aracteristic is
the powerless hatred of reification in which only tfi'e"powerful capitalist - in the
words of Karl Marx - feels "at ease and strengthened" for he understands "selfestrangement" as his "own power, " and in it possesses "the semblance of a
\ human existence, " 4 a semblance that alienation grants only conditionally to the
rentier. Even cautious interpretation that does not derive philosophical contents
directly from the economic circumstance of the philosopher must take as confirmation of Kierkegaard 's "external powerlessness" that he sustained major losses
~ in the market fluctuations of 1848 and thought he had fallen into such difficult
straits as to be obliged to look for employment. The influence of his effort to
obtain a position through Mynster on his later relation to the bishop is certainly
not to be judged as any less important than his piousness toward the "confessor
of his father.'' It would have been impossible during Mynster's life to attack him
as a representative of a hypocritical ministry when he himself had tried to use
him to gain a paid seminarial position in the established church. As a rule , philoth,~ ~tier ~he
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sophical cnt1c1sm may hardly deduce its arguments from economic circumstances, yet they are not to be overlooked in the case of Kierkegaard's claim of
the identity of truth and person . Whatever the mediation of private existence and
theoretical thought, the philosophy itself cannot di sclaim the characteristic features of the rentier. TI:!.:.._lack of any developed conc£J)t of raxis in contrast to
idealist philosophy since Kant and Fichte; the_polemical-retrospective att't
t?waro an ov~lrntfffi!!E>@'ffiffiste.x.temalworjp is , in terms ofjts..iwp,ulse...pri!ate. Jhe external world, which at least gives the person some prerogative, is for
this very reason condemned in general as the "external world," and not as a
specifically capitalist world . The economic context becomes apparent when
objectless inwaruness must undeiSiiiDcfhself in social existence: in Kierkegaar<t 's
ethics. - His .moral rigorism deri ves from the absolute claim of the isolated
J~~rson ~ He criticizes all eudaemonism as heteronomous f~r the objectless self:
"Re wbo says that he wants to enjoy life always posits a condition which either
lies outside the individual or is in the individual in such a way that it is not posited by the individua l himself. " 5 Th~ material contents of the autonomous ethicof the absolute person, however, give evidence of its dependency on bourgeois
society., The concrets;,_ ~IUs for K1erkegaard identical" with the bourg_eoisself·
''This self is not merely a personal self but a social, a bourgeois sclf." or t IS
reason the self posits precisely those " disti~ctions" that the universality of the
moral law should have excluded. The basis of these distinctions is class consciousness. Blacks and female singers fall outside the limits of Kierkegaard 's ethical universality; in the Stages he says of Othello: "a colored man, dear boon
companions . . . cannot be supposed to represent esprit" 7 ; and he writes in a
letter to Boesen, justly quoted by Schrempf: " The death of a female vocalist does
8
not count for much. ' ' In Fear and Trembling he occasionally defends the crassest social immorality and irrationality with the na'ivete of a class perspective that
refuses to comprehend socioeconomic interrelationships: "Once when the price
of spices in Holland fell , the merchants had a few cargoes sunk in the sea in order
to jack up the price. This was an excusable, perhaps even necessary, decep9
tion. " ~erever the ·~ moralist" flappens to spea~QLtl!Qse conflicts that can
..QCcur betwee~ in~ard~ess (represe~t~ .b~arriage) ~nd the m~rial situ~
~. he JUStifies...m~Jl~.ss ~~~zy cynicism oLtha-petty-bour
~"When , for example, poverty is proposed as a difficulty with which marnage may have to contend, I would answer: 'Work - then all obstacles give way.'
Since we are now relying on our imaginations, you will perhaps take advantage
of your poetic license and make answer: 'They couldn't get any work. The
decline in business and in the shipping trade has left a g reat many people without
bread.' Or you permit them to get a little work, but it is not sufficient. In my
opinion, by wise economy they surely could have been able to make both ends
10
llleet." The logic of the argument bears witness against itself. And still it goes
too far for Kierkegaard. While he recognizes the influence of business cycles
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on the possibility of savings, he extracts the entire crisis as an " arbitrary invention of poetic license' ' 11 from a period in which, at the same time that Either/Or
was being written , the most terrible impoverishment of the English industrial
proletariat was taking place . If the ethics of absolute inwardness cannot always
_defend its puritanjca) demand~unreJentingJy enough, It 10 thiS case makeS it easy
fur itself "Luther says somewhere in one of h1s sermons where he is tall<Iiigofpoverty and want: 'One has never heard of a Christian man dying of hunger.'
Therewith Luther has disposed of the matter and thinks, in my opinion correctly,
that he has spoken about it with much unction and to the genuine edification of
his hearers." 12 The individual uncritically submits to church traditio ~al
action. for Kierkegaard. e.xclus1ve y concerns the " neighbor." He says of the
imended effect of his defense of marriage: "Through her [the wife] I am a man ,
for only a married man is a genuine man , every other title to honor is as nothing
compared to this which in reality is the assumption underlying aJI titles. Through
her I am a father; every other dignity is merely a human invention, an artifice,
which is forgotten in a hundred years; through her I am head of the family,
through her I am defender of the home, its breadwinner, the children's protector. - When one has so many dignities, one does not become an author for the
sake of attaining a new dignity. I have not the least desire for a dignity I dare not
lay claim to, but I write in order that he who is as happy as I am, if he reads this,
may be reminded of his good fortune; that he who doubts , if he reads this, may
13
be won over, if it were only a single individual, I am glad even of that."
Because such an ethical address limits itself to the Christian " neighbor," it sup.J?OSes itself immune to objective criticism; William "wishes that~ho
might possibly profit by it may not be put out by deficiency in form.and refuses
to.Jolerate any criticism .,For a married man who writes on marriage is surelythe
last person to write for critical appreciation. '" 4 The pathos of the entreaty, however, is unable fully to stave off criticism ..!_or the conceRt of the '' eighbor, ' 'Jlle
foundation of Kierkegaard's ethicsC.is a fiction. The.-c.o.ru<_e_p is valid only in a
s ociety of direct human relations.Jrom wliiCh Kierkegaard well knows t a he is
s~eing precisely fr9m reification, he withdraws into " inwardness.,:)
In this arena,_howevel', he a~if that immediacy still exi~nal
worldJ whose ersatz is inwardness itself. The possibility that a person, faultless
in terms of private ethics, could act infamously in his objective social function , a
function not reducible to inwardness, is a thought that Kierkegaard does not
allow to occur. In fact neither this immediacy nor its semblance exist in the
framework of common class interests; the rupture of immediacy is identical with
that between the classes. Kierkegaard's ethics of concrete-meaningful life is
therefore a poor and deceptive class moral. In theological terms: " And to honor
every man, absolutely every man , is the truth, and this is what it is to fear God
and love one's ' neighbor.' But from an ethico-religious point of view, to recognize the 'crowd' "-which for Kierkegaard, as a product of reification, is the
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opposition of the concrete "neighbor" - " as the court of ' truth' is to deny God,
and it certainly cannot mean to love the ' neighbor. ' And the ' neighbor' is the
absoh.ttely true expression for human equality. If everyone were in truth to love
his neighbor as himself, complete human equality would be attained. " 15 This
equality is not achieved when human relations are so preformed by the domination of exchange-value, the division and commodity form of labor that one
"neighbor" can no more respond spontaneously to the other for more than an
instant than the individual's kindness suffices to do him any good, let alone have
an effect on the social structure. Thus Kierkegaard's ethics is contentless. - This
ethics originates in his concept of freedom. Such a concept does not remain, as
does the Kantian concept, in the realm of the intelligible, surrendering the empirical realm to necessity. It establishes itself in the empirical, and the empirical
world is tolerated only insofar as it is the arena of freedom. Society contracts
to the circumference of free " neighbors," while precisely its necessities are
shunted aside as ''accidental'' from the gates of philosophy. ~s
the self, which Kierkegaard conceives exclusively in its freedom , just as it deter_mines socie»1 If the material necessities of societya re denied in the name of freeW>m: the necessities and reality of the instincts vanish from the self according to
the same schemee_ierkegaard's absolute..~elf js mere spiriq The individual is not
the sensuously developed person, and no property is accorded him beyond the
bare necessities. 1Inwardness does not consist in its fullnes.~..butjs..ruled_~
ascetic 'spiritualism.

The .Spiritual Body
The thesis of spiritualism receives an extreme formulation in the Philosophical
Fragment~he relation of truth and untruth is equated with that of bein and
nonbein_g \_~ierke~a~ wqtes f the " disciple,'
e sin u man who is to be
awaken by ChlBP 'In s&iai as he was in error, and now receives the truth and
With it the condition for understanding it, a change takes place within him like the
change from non-being to being." 16 The exclusively spiritual "rebirth" that he
sees in this, that one " receives the truth and with it the condition for understanding it, " is compared to natural birth as the transition from nonbeing to being.
\_Thus birth itself is spiritualized: " When one who has experienced birth thinks of
himself as born, he conceives this transition from non-being to being. The same
principle must also hold in the case of re-birth." 17 True, K~lf
fleetingly raises the objection of s~ "Or is the difficulty increased by
the fact that the non-being which precedes the re-birth" - that is, the natural
being that is here specifically at issue qua non being - "contains more being than
the non-being that preceded the first birth?" 18 But this objection is casuistically
overruled. The spiritualistic thesis of the Philosophical Fragments is maintained
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through the entire oeuvre. Like the natural self, " the crowd" is for Kierkegaard
" the !!!\truth . ~ Without exception, livin~_QeO_ple appear a_s all~ories..QfJolth
and untruth. This alone makes the artistic failure comprehensible ,.. The bodily
su stratum of intuition is canceled by philosophy and endured only insofar as it
presents truth and untruth. It is illuminating that genuine aesthetic achievements
.f~ KierkegaauLon
:here he resented the rewilaennent-ofpure spirit;
where, that is, .spiritualism no longer interferes with poetic form because (aSin
the novella " A Possibility" in the Stages) spiritualism becomes the object of
~Eve~ything sexual is excluded from. the ps~chology.~ eroti~;.evenrn
1Us-sy.no ps1s of othe ' noYels*'the sexual IS prud1sllly av01ded. If spmtuaTismreigns over instinct, it so com~ly prevails in the philosophical dialectic that,
even in The Sickness unto Death, it is not construed as a dialectic of spirit and
nature; instead, spirit itself has split into freedom and the demonic., This, to be
sure, indicates the crucial reversal. If the body appears only under the sign of the
" meaning" of the truth and untruth of spirit, spirit in return remains bound t~e
body as its expression, bound as to the semblance of the interieur. Nature, ex-eluded by history from an objectless inwardness, nevertheless prevails in i~nd
the historical spiritualism builds for itself a natural-anthropological organolagy.
The images of pure spirit that Kierkegaard comes up with are consistently i~a_g_es
4
.Qf the human body.f My sould is so heavy that thought can no more sustain it, no
wingbeat lift it up into the ether" 2 1; so says the melancholic in Either/Or, the
most spiritual of Kierkegaard's many masks . _ Bodiless spirit for him becomes a
burden that drags him into d s air. The ancient somatic doctrine of humours
strangely returns i n idealistic spiritualism. It .e_erfectly compleme-;rtS"Kfefkegaard 's psyChology of emotions. Where every emotion, stripped of any nght of
its own , is a cipher of the disguised truth that "appears" in it, it must itself be an
apparition and as such paradoxically perceptible. If the functions of the eye and
ear are differentiated not so much by their function in the three-dimensional
world as in the spiritual inner world, so, on the other hand, the inner world itself
is at the same time divided up according to images of the natural organs. " Here
1 will break off this reflection. It perhaps does not satisfy you, your greedy eye
devours it without being satisfied by it, but that is because the eye is the sense
which is most insatiable , especially when like you one does not hunger but suf22
fers from a lust of the eye which cannot be satisfied with seeing.' ' Accordingly,
the eye is the organ of aesthetic " immediacy" and_§emblance; it alone__s_ketches
the ;ni;ges of things for inwardness. fn this the usual l1is tinciion of an "inner"
and an "outer" sense, temporal and spatial forms of intuition, perhaps plays a
role. Ultimately, however, it may have remained hidden from Kierkegaard - who
took the music of Don Giovanni as the most perfect expression of "sensual
ge"nius" - that the visual as well as the auditory faculty inbue sensual qualities.
Nevertheless, for him the ear is the direct instrument of inwardness itself, a physical representati ve of the strictly bodiless . At the beginning of Either/Or , one of

the most emphasized passages reads: " For just as the voice is the revelation of
an inwardness incommensurable with the outer, so the ear is the instrument by
which this inwardness is apprehended, hearing the sense by whkh it is appropriated
. " 23 This is by no means an exclusive attribute of the mask of aesthete
\
A<....The idea of the dialectical necessity of God's distance is maintained e~ in
-Ihe Sickness unto Death: "So strangely constructed in an acoustic sense is the
world of spirit , so littlwgely are the relations · of distance arranged .' ' 24 - Kierkegaard's spiritualism is above all enmity toward nature. pmt posits itself as free
and autonomous in opposition to nature because it considers nature demonic as
much in external reality as in itself. In that, however, ~mous spirit appears
5-orporally, nature takes ossession of i
·
urs most histoticall)':-Hr
~jectless interiorit . pirit's natural content must be investigated if in Kierkegaard the being of subjectivity itself is to be explicated . The natural content of
mere spirit, " historical " in itself, may be called mythical.

-

-

Mythical Content
In his djssertation Kierkegaard introduces the concept of the mythical both as the
to historicaJ movement and i11..unity with it. What he says there in
regard to the Platonic myths leads to the mythical content of his own thought,
which his mature philosophy conceals. - His excurse on "The Mythical in the
earlier Platonic Dialogues" assumes~ " disparity between the dialectical and the
mythical ,' ' 25 said to be apparent between the conceptual and pictorial form of
presentation in Plato. Kierkegaard sets as his task the deduction of the necessity
of this divergence from the object and its unity. For the mythicaL._accQrdingJ.Q...
Kierkegaard, is not a free creation of the author. It " has a much deeper significance, a fact which becomes evident when one observes that the mythical in
Plato has a history. " 26 This is not only a history in the development of Plato's
Work but a history in itself. Even in the early dialogues "it is present in
connection with . . . its opposite, the abstract" - that is, the conceptual " dialectic. " 27 If Stallbaum and F. C. Bauer establish a relation between the Platonic myths and " folk-consciousness" or " underscore the significance of tradition in the mythical, " 28 they have indeed caught a glimpse of the historical in
lllyth, but only tangentially, without comprehending the common origin of dialectical and mythical modes of presentation. In contrast, Kierkegaard formulates
~idea of an '' inner history of the m'vthj~' ' 29 This idea tends toward the hiscal figure of the mythical in his own work; the form of complete immanence,
~se image turns out to be the interJ:u'J He recognizes the unity of the diale~
~and the myth_igJ itJ fJafo_as an lm'!ge: Wh!(~aS the mythical " in the ear!jf(r
dialogues appears in...opposition to the dialectical i asmuch as the mythical is
~ heard or, more correctlY, seen when t:be dialwtic~silent , in tWf_Jater dia~unterconcept
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logues it exhibits a more amiable relation to the dialectical, that is, Plato has
become master of it, which is to say, the mythical becomes image. " 30 P-roduced
in the immanence of thought and according to its own " inner history, " the
.-rmythical" ·sat the..samA.tim vi i I embodied as an image, just as the diaTec,._.._...
tic of Kierke aard's s iritualism requires the embodied organic image. ,T he production of this unity is at once natural and organic; in it the characteristics of
historical facticity and ontological truth are jointly destroyed: ''The mythical representation of the existence of the soul after death is not brought into relation
either with a historical reflection , namely, whether it is indeed the case that
Aeacus, Minos, and Rhadamanthus sit in judgment, or with a philosophic reflection, namely, whether it is true. If one may characterize the dialectic corresponding to the mythical as longing and desire, as a glance that gazes upon the idea so
as to desire it, then the mythical is the fruitful embrace of the Idea. " 3 1 In spite of
Kierkegaard's intention, the discussion of "longing and desire" and " fruirtul
embrace'' does not, as a detachable metapb~onstrate the roductivi of
~pirit To the contrary, spirituality itself is named " mythical" and the productivity of spirit natural. This is shown by a sentence whose pragmatic elements
bring Kierkegaard's philosophy closer to self-consciousness than anywhere else:
''One may arrive at a similar consideration of the mythical by beginning with the
image. When in an age of reflection one sees the image protrude ever so slightly
and unobserved into a reflective representation, and, like an antediluvian fossil ,
suggest another species of existence washed away by doubt, one will perhaps be
amazed that the image could ever have played such an important role. " 32 Kierkegaard wards off the "amazement" with what follows. And et thi a azement
announces the deepest insight into the relation of dialectic~ myth, and image..._For
it is not as the continuously living and present that nature prevails in the dialectic.
l .Pialectic comes to a stop in the image and cites !_!l~ythical in the historically
J IT)O ece.nt_as_ the dillilnt past: nature as proto-history1 For this reason the
images, which like those of the interieur bring dialectic and myth to the point of
indifferentiation , are truly "antediluvian fossils." They may be called dialectical images, to use Benjamin's expression, whose compelling definition of
"allegory' ' also holds true for Kierl<egaard's allegorical intentiolliiSTcort!lgu( ra~ historical dial~ctic and mythtca nat~re. According to this defmition ' 'in
allegory the observer is confronted with the facies hippocratica of history, a petrified primordial landscape. " 33 - In Kierkegaard nature is mythical as proto-histQry, cited in the image and concept of his historical moment. It is thus that he
~vertly employed the expression in the single passage, after the dissertation , 10
which it is still accentuated; in the interpretation of Mozart's Figqr_o. There he
calls the page boy a " mythical figure. " 34 The historical costume of the page is at
the same time the disguise of an ambiguous natural creature; the undefined and
puzzling depth of this disguise is closely allied with that of pure spirit, whose
mythical constitution cannot be denied: ''Although desire in this stage is not qual-

-

-

ified as desire, although this intimating desire, so far as its object is concerned,
is entirely undefined , still it has the characteristic of being infinitely deep .... .It
does not yet indicate a relation to the object but remains an infinite, vague longing. In harmony with the earlier description given here, we shall find it very significant that the page's part is so arranged musically that it always lies within the
range of a female voice. In this contradiction, the contradictory of every stage is
indicated: the desire is so indefinite, its object so minimally distinguished, that
the object of desire rests androg nousl within the desire...:. just as in plant life the
ale an ema ar s are tl!.Qresent in one blossom . esjre and the desired are
·oined in th" unit in which both parts ~Cneuter--gender. " 35 In the androgynous costume the element of semblance is present that characterizes everything
in the interieur. It is this element that Kierkegaard, in his dissertation , perceived
in the Platonic myths and described with words clearly reminiscent of the intimating, obscure desire of the page boy: ''As soon as consciousness appears, however, it becomes evident that these mirages" - the myths- "were not the Idea.
If, after consciousness is awaken, the imagination again desires to return to these
dreams, the mythical exhibits itself in a new form , that is, as image .... The
mythical may well contain traditional elements, for the traditional is the lullaby
.aS it were com__p_rjsing_Qne...ele.rr!ent o(tbe.dreamh' i"J!'l Yet It 1s most autlientfe'alty
mythical not in that instant - as Kierkegaard spiritualistically supposes- "where
the spirit steals away, and no one knows from whence it came nor whither it
3
goes, " ?but when the appearing image startles up what has been from the caverns of prehistory. Since, however, in the mythical image of the page "desire
rest.!,andmgy-no_usly within the desire,!.! the image also remains immanently spir~"2manent spiritualit~ itself is mythic~. As mythical, spirituality becomes
Incarnate. Thus thedrastic metaphor of the seducer: " I will be your poet! I will
not be a poet for others; I eat my own verse and that sustains me. Show yourself!
I want to compose you. " 38 Thus the artist, pure spirit, is mythically raised up
among the stars in the image of Saturn who eats his chi ren. In Kjerl<egaard's
~OSO£h~ure ~irit t
oes over into the ghostly, ·ts ; rimordial arctl;'
~- Of a modem-trag ic" figure - presumably egme- 1t IS sa1d: " Her life
~s not unfold like that of the Greek Antigone; the direction of her development
IS mward , not outward; the scene is not external but internal; it is a ghostly
39
SCene.' ' And the Ullendin I reflected seducer enters without a trace, as a ha .!2!.n: " In the same way as one might say o 1m
IS way t roug ltfe left no
trace (for his feet were so formed that they took their footprints with them, which
is how I best picture to myself his infinite self-reflection), in that same sense one
Alight say that his art of seduction demanded no victim. ' ,4{) Where Kierkegaard
recognizes the mythical character of mere spirit, he calls it demonic. This is
above all true in The Concept of Anxiety. Here the immigration of mythical
llature into spiritual inwardness is interpreted historically: " It is of no use to
lllake an ogre out of the demonic, at which one first shudders but afterwards

I
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ignores, since, after all, it is several hundred years since it was found in the
world. Such an assumption is a great stupidity, but it probably has never been as
widespread as in our times, except that nowadays it manifests itself especially in
the spiritual spheres. " 41 The demonic, defined as "the enclosing reserve and the
unfreely disclosed,' ' 42 originates in th~ delusion in which autonomous spirit
imagines itself absolute: " The demonic does not c ose ltselfiip with something,
but it closes itself up within itself, and in this lies what is profound about exist43
As mythic, the
ence, precisely that unfreedom makes itself a prisoner. "
~ic shatters :mbjectivi.!J and becomes ontological untruth in oeposition to
the ontological truth..of.Dod: " The devil's despair is the most intense despair, for
the devil is sheer spirit, and therefore absolute consciousness and transparency ;
in the devil there is no obscurity that might serve as a mitigating excuse, his
despair is therefore absolute defiance. " 44 All this could just as well be said of
objectless inwardness as it is said of the depraved, eviscerated self of the purely
demonic. For only that language can lead beyond the demonic that is debar"'"red
fro~nwardness that does not know a priori "whether other human beings"
in the world "exist":45 "Enclosing reserve is precisely muteness. Language, the
word, is precisely what saves , what saves the individual from the empty abstraction of enclosing reserve. Let x signify the demonic, the relation of freedom to it
something outside x. The law for the manifestation of the demonic is that against
46
its will it 'comes out with it.' For language does indeed imply communication' '
with the external world, which is expressly excluded, as contingent, from inwardness. Certainly, ,!9~ke aard rejects any_ equivalence of~ de"lonic and
mythical-natural; he warns against "forgetting that unfreedom" -which he con-ceive;- as the demonic- " is a phenomenon of freedom and thus caniiot he
explained by naturalistic categories.' ' 47 He attributes the mythical interpretation
of the demonic to "aesthetic-metaphysical " thought; "the phenomena will then
come under the rubrics of misfortune, fate, etc. and can then be viewed asanalogous to being mentally deranged at birth. " 48 But he is only able to separate the
ideas of the demonic and fate, immemorially kindred concepts, by means of the
vehement protestation of a theology for which the demonic is "free" because it
takes the primordial Fall itself for an act of freedom and which escapes entanglement in fate through the " leap." However, the theological protestation does not
suffice other than through sheer assertion to separate the demonic from natureinwardness from the "mythical. " - The character of the mythical in conceptual
form is thus attributed to Kierkegaard's absolute inwardness as to all forms of
idealism of absolute spirit. In radical idealism, the mythlcaf-histoncal Image of
the interieur becomes evident through philosophical self-consciousness . Hence
the crude discussion of Hegel's mythology of history has a more pro~d justification than it imagines, though not because reality is metaphysically recast, but
on the basis of the mythical content itself. "At this point Hegel's philosophy is
driven inexorably into the arms of mythology. " 49 This is certainly true of the

philosophies of Baader and Schelling. They did not simply absorb mythical
"elements" as " material" into the philosophical structure. Rather, the origin of
the structure is mythical: the tyranny of spirit, of the created that enthrones itself
as creator and sinks so much deeper into nature the higher that spirit imagines
itself towering above it.~nal prot!ucts of the idealist spirit. the wytbjcal
~ntent simply breaks through the cells. of the &ystemari~y developed concepL
where philosophical &titiQsm has banished.-it..,...and takes_IX>ssession of the old
~s. Along with the stability of the system, however, it destroys 1 se [""pure
~pirit.' called ~y its name, lo~es it_s power. Kierkeg~ard stands alongside the late J
1deahsts at thts moment of htstoncal reversal. As m their case, the crisis of the
autarchic spirit is consummated as the emancipation of the mythical content. But
this reversal does not lead Kierkegaard into mythological metaphysics and " positiv~" phil?sophy.~The mythical co!}!_e!l.tnanains embedded i~manent dja.. \
-lect1c and 1s expel eo 6y him only with the oblite.ratw of subjectivity its~

Dialectical Conjuration
Only the category of the m th ·
s
· wardness to bloc e ontolo that as truth, is the concern of Kierkegaard 's
~__.. 1ura~n a mythically self-enclo~::_
to rescue "fundamental human re atJOns'' and theiuD.I ·
ven the
- - ucer'admits, in a myt 1cal image, to being-;-;rcerer: " But you do not suspect
what it is I rule over as a kingdom. It is over stormy moods. Like Aeolus ... " 50
And conjuration is no more limited to the "aesthetic sphere" than to the poeti~zing metaphorJ nwardness itsel(cogjufe~ " Thus in the ethical view of life, it
IS the task of the individual to strip himself of the qualification of interiority and
to express this in something external.' ' 51(, Thus for inwardness the external is a
~ical appar~ that uot~ a hidden content as "expres.si.oiL:' But~
JUred content, however inward, is not inwardness itself: " The paradox of faith is
tbat there is an interiority that is incommensurable with exteriority; an interiority
tbat is not identical, please note, with the first but is a new interiority. " 52 This
BecoruUnteriority, however, with which K!erkegaard's dialectic is altogether con~ed, •SCon]ured truth. - Kierkegaard does not conceptually clarify the intention of conjuration. Its demonic character would imperil the truth claim of dialectical inwardness. But this intention becomes evident in the form of his
language, and more so in the diffusenesss of the aesthetic writings than in their
COnjuring metaphorS. This diffuseness has often been noted; scarcely, however,
has its relation to the philosophical content been explained. His well-known ref~nce to the "vastness of affliction," the bad infinity of the monologue and the
dialectic of pain, does not suffice. Even its explanation as Socratic love of speech
SUpPlies only his intention , not its origin; the s~e is true of his aversion to con-
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cise formulation in the system, to which the "Expression of Gratitude to Lessing" gives negative proof by its praise: "This stylistic equanimity, which develops a simile in minutest detail, as if the literary expression had a value in itself,
as if peace and safety reigned; and that although perhaps the printer's devil and
53
world-history, indeed all mankind stood waiting for him to have it finished . "
All this cannot illuminate why a philosophy that - unlike Hegel's, or for that
matter Lessing's- dispenses with all realien, and that is obliged to develop its
determinations altogether out of the mere ' ' point" of the person, still requires the
most extensive spatial extension in the form of its presentation. The law of this
form is repetition : the repetition of conjuring form~ The changeless and
hidden truth is invoked as the invariable with jru@iable hrases out of powerlessness to posit its content positively or to deduce it ~gressivelY:_ but also out of
the hope that truthrrught spring forth if the- COrrect number Of conjurations IS
fulfilled. The formulaic brevity of the particular corresponds precisely toUie
mythical repetition of the whole, just as the densely compressed and oracular
propositions of The Concept of Anxiety and the founding passages of existential
pPilosophy in the first sections of The Sickness unto Death correspond to the endless paraphrases of the " Passion Narrative" and the Unscientific Postscript.
Ontology, however, conjured by a mythical , autonomous will obeys only the
entreaty in the form of a phantasmagoria .._Eate, fortune , and misfortune are the
J!!Ythic~n~llations of a jialectical voyage whose ~ IS amb1guous ~
cause "on the sea of possibilitie " of the mere self, " the compass ~s
dialectical. " 54 Kier"-ega~d's dialectv ust be termed ambiguo_ys_in the more
exacts;;;;. For as the movement~f an isolated individual consciousness, whose
own origins are mythical and even in its turbulence remains within the proximity
of the mythical , it has two meanings. They are to be distinguished according. to
the form of appearance that the mythical content takes on in them. - On one
hand, Kierkegaard conceives of mere nature, of mythical semblance, as a peril to
the individual , who, as a sinful creature, is part of it, yet in freedom exaltsmmself above it. Here dialectic is a process of spiritualization or, in Kierke~ard's
language , "a making transparent," that the self undertakes by the force o!J!.s
own free spirit. This dialectic transpires between nature and spirit, mythical content and consciousness, as qualitatively different, strictly contrary powers; it
should lay bear the entryway to reconciliation, for mythical semblance collapses
in the face of spiritual splendor. The dialectic predominates throughout Kierkegaard's explicit doctrine according to which the true self, the " freedom " of the
individual, emerges from the perceived unreality of self asserting nature. But this
dialectic offers only the frontal view of a second and deeper concept of dialectic
that, without having been theoretically developed in the philosophy, may be
objectively demonstrated in it. This concept is that of a dialectic in the mythical
fundament of nature itself. It necessarily becomes the center of an interpretation
that would critically expose the mythical character of what appears on stage

supranaturally in Kierkegaard ~rit and freedQIIl....Le., objectless inwardness.
In the Fragments, Kierkegaard himself cast into doubt the supranaturaJ essen7e'Of
'~spirit'' through the theological doctrine of the absolute transcendence of God, a
doctrine that shatters every claim of the individual's spiritual freedom: " Still less
will he be able in his own strength to bring God anew over to his side. " 55 In that
case, however, the indi vidual is not divided into the natural and the supranatural,
which struggle between themselves; rather, his nat~tical ;n
itself, ancLwhat-eentFibutes-i-n-the_ individual to his rescue is equally attributable
to his nature as to wbat will ruin...hirn. Kierkegaar s e fort to separate nature and
demo;ic from each .other refers to the model of the dialectic of nature, an
effort that obviously cannot be brought into the foreground of the predominating
spiritualism . This effort is more evident in the imagery that describes the same
process of becoming transparent, which consciousness is to achieve over a resisting nature, as a natural process: " My being was transparentness, like the deep
thought of the sea, like the self-satisfied silence of the night, like the soliloquizing still ness of midday. " 56 While IGerkegaard spiritualistically risks the sentence
"that ~!}' jndividual who is born is by being born and becoming part of the
race, ~vidual , " 57 he rai ses, in opposition to this thought, the possibility
of rescue in the dialectic of nature with the question of The Sickness unto Death:
."How far complete clarity about oneself, that one is in despair, may be united
~ith being in despair, that is, if this clarity of knowledge and self-knowledge
might not avail precisely to tear a man out of his despair, to make him so terrified
about himself that he would cease to be in despair.' ' 58 The clarity of the aespondent who as spirit becomes demoni
· his own nature, is, howit that
1ca dialectic itself produces In the captivity o total
immanenc
ture is divide smce it does not endure inertly,
Ut moves dialecticalb;. and its movement takes hold of nature m e dep
·ch it ori inates in order to pull it u to safety

t

the

Melancholy
Kierkegaard's psychology of emotions portrays this movement as that of melancholy. It belongs to thq:,,inti rieur tq which " mood ," the constellation of the factual content, binds it. Just as in the jnt¢rieur the historical image presents its~
mythical , here mere n
~thernelanchglic re mp:eJ;Mqent-presen ·tself as
stone . Therefore it presents itself as dialectical and as the " possibility" of
rtconciliation. -The inner history of melancholy, just like that of subjectivity
altogether, is conceived by Kierkegaard without any regard for external history.
"M
. Y concern is egoistic OJ:.SYI1JJW1.hetic mela11cha/v· People have now been talklllg long enough about the frivolity of this age; I believe it is now high time to talk
a little about its melancholy, and l hope that by this everything will be better clar-
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ified. Or is not melancholy the ailment of our age? Is it not this that resounds
even in its frivolous laughter? Is it not melancholy that had deprived us of courage to command, of courage to obey, of power to act, of the confidence necessary
to hope?" 59 As an "iiilment of the age," melancholy is not accidental; rather,
inwardn~s becomes melaQcholic through the specifi-c stru le with hiStOrical
realien ~hich Kierk~aard's elaborate metaphor ade uatel Qutlines: " But e
strange ideas of my melancholy I do not give up; for these humours (as a third
party would perhaps sympathetically name them) lead me to the eternal certamcy
of the infinite. ~In my loneliness therefore these ideas are dear to me, even
though they terrify me; they have the utmost importance for me and teach
i'ilstead of congratulating myself for rendering mankind blissfully peerless dis- in the religious field-instead of this they teach me to my own abasecoveries
ment to discover as it were, and with endless contentment to be satisfied with the
very simplest things . . .. 'Why is ir indeed that in remote places where half a
mile separates the little huts there is more godly fear than in the noisy to~n, that
sailors have more godly fear than the inhabitants of the market town-why
indeed unless on the heath, on the turbulent sea, one experiences something, aiid
_experience it in such a way that there is no escape? ~hen atnlght th~~st
rages and the hungry cry of the wolf howls ominously, when in peril upon the sea
a man has saved liimself upon a plank, that is to say, must be rescued by a straw
from -ce7tain destruction: when one can save the bother of screaming oecause
tnere is no human ear to hear it- then one learns to possess one's soul illpatience, relying UJ?On something else besides night watchmen and the police_. the
fire department and the coast guard. In the great cities both men and buildings are
crowded too close together. If one is to receive a primitive impression, there must
60
either be an event, or one must have another way, as I have in my melancholy. "
.lfl1e"two ways mentioned by Kierkegaard intersect in his psychology of melancholy and constitute a crossroads, which according to ancient beliefs was the spot
most propitious for conjuration. The intention of the metaphor is ontologicaL!!:!_e
::_primitive impression" of that ;t\ich " the original scripture-of human...existence" leaves behind in the individual's experience. \ In the reified world of the
metropolis, whose inhabitants qua police and night watchmen, "functionaries"
of order, are themselves things and caricatures 1 the truth content of scripture has
been historicaljy lost because the objectivity
the social forms no lon~r
mits the "primit1ve impression. "!Only the primordial nature of the ship, the hut
dwellers, beyond reification, witfi the sea and field still hold up to the individual
the " original scripture." In the reified world itself, however, }J;Y it~ history, mythical nature is driven back in_!2.the-Utwcu--tme.&s of the indb29!!all,Utwardness IS the
' fi to '
rison of rimordial human natur~e emotion of the trapped is
ancholy. n me ancholy trutl\ presents itself, and the movement of melancholy IS
orie toward the deliverance of lost "meaning. ') A truly dialect1cal motion. for if
truth presents itself in melancholy, it indeed presents itself to pure inwardness

exclusively as semblance. Truth is,~.. in the pure imagin~ of inwardness, comparahJ.e..tQ.Jhe Ieasure of ~ncholir;· ''The.essence nf Ieasure does n'Oiiie
pleasure itsel.Lbut iA .the aC£ompaOO(ing_c~ciaus s." 1 As Imagination
melancholy is related to insanity ; in the novella A Possibility, melancholy,
6ewitched, become'S"TilS'an,i!y. tAt the center of the novella is a magic_al i;Jl!rit;ur:
"This is what one saw in the street; but whosoever entered his rcs6m ln'ight
marvel still more. One frequently gets an entirely different impression of a
person seeing him in his home and in his chamber than when one sees him elsewhere. And this is not only true of magicians, alchemists and astrologers ...
mythical figures . .. like Dapsul von Zabelthau, who on the street looks like
other people, but seated in his observatory has a high peaked cap on his head, a
mantle of gray callimanco, a long white beard, and talks with a disguised voice
so that his own daughter cannot recognize him but takes him for a bugaboo. " 62
The insanity of the bookkeeper, who essays magically through recollection to
~njure u out o
ss1 1 1
at a c 1 o 1s ow
1sts,
is such an interieur. In the conjuration, however, contingent reality and inwardness are severed: "The outward pallor is, as it were, the parting salutation of the
inner excitement; and imagination and thought hasten after the fugitive emotion
to where it conceals itself in i.ts secret hiding place. ' ' 63 This pallid light is that of
semblance as it draws the isolated melancholic to his mythical origin. Thus K p
'1,aard combines the isolation of inward, pure nature and semblance in the metaof tHe echo: " If you stand face to face with nothingness, yom sou.l.may be
~eel ;¥ea, attttned-~"Sadness, by~ souruioLthe ecllo::Q(,your sadness reverberatins hack to yo :'To hear an echo one must face emptiness~' 64 And the illusory quality of melanCholy does not remain merely metaphorical in his work.
!!'he theory itself testifies to this quality: " Thus it is in the nature of melancholy
J.o be deceitful. " 65 As semblance, however, mythical melancholy is not depraved
but dialectical in itself. " Providence" is concealed in it. Providence "endows an
~ividual with uncommon powers of dealing with reality. 'But then,' says providence, ' lest he occasion too much harm I have confined this power in melanchoty and thereby hide it from him' ''-just as' 'truth' ' itself, accordjng to KierkeCiard, is hidden from inwardness. " 'What he is capable of he shall never learn
to know, but I want to make use of him. He shall not be humbled by any reality,
to that extent he is treated with more partiality than other men, but in himself
he shall feel shattered such as has no other man. Then and only then shall he
llnderstand me, but then he shall also be certain that it is I he understands.' " 66
~uth subordinates itself to mela.ncholic semblance through semblance's
~c . In its seiTii:iranr:e_ lffi?lam;;!•oly jS. diiflect!cally, UBLJlfla~ o~an
~recisely this is the origin of the allegorical character of Kierkeg-;ara·s
lnelancholy. In the face of melancholy, nature becomes allegorical: "Who ,
Unless it were a madman, has ever beheld a,young girl without a certain sense of
ladness, without being most poignantly reminded by her sweetness of the fragil-
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ity of earthly life?" 67 So asks William, reminiscing perhaps on Matthias Claudius's allegory of death and the maiden. The image of the maiden in her youth
signifies precisely transience. Melancholy itself, however, is the historical spirit
in its natural depth and therefore, in the images of its corporeity, it is the central
allegory. Like Hermes, who led the dead with his stave, "melancholy must have
Jed" him who is imprisoned in inwardness " through the previous stages. " 68 And
melancholy's saturnine lineage is cited in the discussion: "What is sickness?
Melancholy. Where is the seat of this sickness? In the power of imagination: and
it feeds on possibility. " 69 f in the absolute break between inner and outer that
i_s sealed only in the physical depth of emotion the au me
er e
d's
philosophy are reminiscent of Descartes, the allegQD_cal mtention fuQy testtfies
tO an objective affinity to the BarQf!ue. This allegorical inte"tion could better
establish the similarities between Kierkegaard and Pascal than a philosophical
attitude that hopes to be able to eavesdrop through the centuries on conversations
between Augustin, the Jansenist Catholic and the idealist Protestant, the lonely
believer.

My Work as an Author. As in the Baroque, melancholy and disguise are inseparable: ''This proportion - the equally great magnitude of melancholy and the art
of disguise- indicates that I was relegated to myself and to a relation with
God";76 and at the same time the isolation of objectless inwardness shows signs
of the Baroque isolation of the creature in worldly immanence. ierkegaard's
philosophy is even in vested with the dreaded insignia of the Baroque s m :
egonca 1mages are amassed:
very woman has her
stt an crue .
share: the merry smile, the roguish glance, the wistful eye, the pensive head,
the exuberant spirits, the quiet sadness, the deep foreboding, brooding melancholy" -and the center point of the imagery- "the earthly homesickness;
the inexplicable emotions";77 thus it continues on with ever fresh variations.
Baroque cruelty characterizes Kierkegaard in the " Diapsalmata" of the magician
Vigilius and the oven of Phalaris; in the presentation of the schizophrenic
Periander; but also in the character of the ''Passion Narrative,'' whose name does
GOt accidently cite the Passion; here melancholy, as the self 's spiritual body, is
harrowingly divided up into its affective impulses as though they were its limbs.
~ onl other arena besides the interieu
is acce
to Kier e
d's
..pbilQsQ£hy .(the..streets o
e f laneur are unrecogpizably foreshortened in the
mil:mr)Js.Jhj ar~~~veryoneis'"asleep; only the dead rise at this
ur rom e grave revived. But I, I am not dead, and so I cannot be revived; and
if I were dead, I could not be-revived for indeed r have never lived. " 78 Or again,
' xactly li~e the opening scene of a Baroque drama, copied - perhaps intentionally-right down to the details of its diction: " A Leper's Soliloquy. The scene is
among the graves at dawn, Simon Lebrosus is sitting on a tombstone, he has
fallen asleep, he wakes and cries out: Simon! ... ' Yes.' ... Simon! ... ' Yes,
who is calling?' .. . Where are you, Simon? ... ' Here. With whom are you
lpeak.ing?' ... With you, Simon! You filth! You plague! You loathsome thing!
Out of my way ! Fly! To your home, the tombs! ... Why am I the only one
Who is unable to speak thusly to myself?" 79 All of these characteristics, bare)
-raised in t · c · uit surround the ima e o t e me anc o i
e dea
IDd tbe moumin . he evidence of literary influence does not lead far. Kierke&aard certam y new nothing of Lohenstein and Gryphius, and whether even
Calderon was known to him seems questionable since, given the affi nity of intentions in his- indeed Baroque-pleasure in cultured citations, he would doubtlessly have made mention of him. Kierkegaard, furthermore, accepted the con'tntional argument against allegory, as is evident in a critical excursus on the text
fir the "Magic Aute": "The speeches, for which either Schikaneder or the
banish translator is responsible, are in general so crazy and stupid that it is
1hnost inconceivable how Mozart has brought as much out of them as he has. To
~ Papageno say of himself, 'I am a child of Nature,' and so in that very moment
:tftake himself a liar, may be regarded as an example instar ominum. '' 80 But Papa~. whom Kierkegaard called- as he did the page boy- mythical, is an aile-

Baroque
Kierkegaard occasionally refers to himself .as " t.!!e fultoqu~.J~r. " 70 obviously playing on a comment made about him by one of his contemporaries, without realizing how much in fact his pragmatic impulses correspond to those of the
literary Baroque. With the literary Baroque, he shares the....c!Jnditjon of clos~
immanence71 no les~than the allegotjcal conjur~tion of lost ontological contents.
Like flotsam on an island, scraps of long forgotten figures of Baroque dramaknown to him in the original only through Shakespeare, to the degree that he is
counted among the Baroque - are washed up on his philosophical landscape. The
constituent elements of Baroque drama, which Benjamin exposed through its
idea in the Origin of the German Play of Lamentation, appear fully assembled in
the cave of his philosophy. The tyrant makes his appearance as a mythical-historical person : now called Nero,72 now Periander, 73 now Nebachanezer; 74 the
last named being a fully remote allegorical motive of the melancholic person as
75
beast, a figure found in the works of the Baroque German dramatist Hunold,
.Kierkegaard himself identified with the dialectical counterimage of the tyrant,
tb.e martyr, whos; concept so thoroughly rules his later theologytffijDn bis final
polemic Martensen, with justice, accused Kierkegaard of simply equating the
"witness of truth" with the " martyr." Baroque intrigues are to be found not onlY
in the tales of seduction, but also in the separation of Quidam from his Jove with
whom he, like Hamlet, plays the part of the fool. The dialectic of melancholY
leads to a complex casuistry of and apology for intrigue in the presentations of
the " indirect method" in the Unscientific Postscript and The Point of View for
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gorical figure of the concept of unspoiled nature (in the Enlightenment sense),
and the incriminated sentence is not so much an individual's inept expression as
it is the interpretative caption under the image of a feather-cloaked bird catcher,
which has endured to the present in the " entrance aria" of operettas. Kierkegaard
never reflected theoretically on the profundity of allegory. Its power is to be
assessed as all the greater in an oeuvre whose most h1dden impulses consistently
demOnstrate the& me intentiOri'tilat the oeuvre would have to condemn accordmg
to the categories of the idealist aesthetic;""that it p roClaims in its mamfest ~
~ This pow~r must inhabit the very center ofK1erkegaard's philosophy. If his
philosophy, unintentionally and without any substantial knowledge of the appropriate literature, produces not only allegorical forms of meaning but allegorical
material contents right down to the choice of personal names, then this may demonstrate that fundamental connections between historically emerging philosophies are not established by "menta] structures" and categories, but by pragmatic elements that serve prototypically as the fundament of the conceptual
expressions and once again burst forth as soon as the objective constellation of
the thought draws them near, whether or not the thought corresponds with
the phllosophical intention. According to its cultural-historical genesis, Kierkegaard's Baroque is anachronistic; yet it is historically consistent according to the
law of mythical inwardness, whose labyrinth the "solitary person" traverses; an
inwardness that is inseparable from its historical-natural imagery. Through melanchol , inwardness conjures the semblance of truth to the point that ~fiOly
itself becomes transparent as sem ance; to the ~nt, that is,_ that melancholy is
wi~d out and at the same time rescued; melancholy conjures images, and these
stand ready for it in history as enigmatic figures. It is not by accident that these
Images are all attributable to the region of along past aesthetic figurati veness. It
is, however, toward this topography that all of the disparate definitions that Kierkegaard conceives under the name of the aesthetic are directed.

the aesthetic, itself pictorial and certainly the most precise that Kierkegaard gave,
attempts to derive the mythical pictorial content of his philosophy from an aesthetic world view, it would be better to seek the origin of what he calls aesthetic in
the mythical substrate itself. Inwardness indeed conjures up the ima es, but y
not simply identical wit 1t, an
g 1vulges the mythical character
of his a so ute spmtua ity more rec1s
1ctona c aracte
ts
']1'ty." What Kierkegaard critically recognized in the modern reinterpretation
o the idea of the tragic holds good for his own concept Q_f ~ thetic~~:
"It. is certainly a misunderstanding of the tragic, when our age strives to transubstantiate the whole tragic destiny into individuality and subjectivity. " 82 It
Is precisely in this fashion that Kierkegaard's doctrine of subjective aesthetic
.deportment misunderstands its mythical content. The tragic, as an aesthetic category, is defined - according to Kierkegaard's own insight-by fate and establishes the counterimage to every subjective dynamic. This is, however, precisely
lbe case with the objects encompassed by Kierkegaard's concept of the aesthetic.
For this reason, aesthetic behavior is more legitimately defined by him as that of
lbe viewer than it is located in his " ethical " view of the aesthetic: "And now for
~own life. Has that its teleology in itself? Whether a man is justified in leading
1he life of mere spectator I will not decide . But let us assume that the sig nificance
Gfyour life is to contemplate others, then after all you would not have your tele~gy in yourself. Only when every particular man is an element and at the same
·"1111le the whole can he be regarded with a view to his beauty; but when he is
ltgarded thus he is regarded ethically, and if he is regarded ethically, he is
ttgarded in terms of his freedom. " 83 For to objectless inwardness as to a "spec_11tor," truth appears as a strange and enigmatic drama even whe!!...be-ftics m.,
himself of it through jntros~tiQn The fissure that separates truth from
ness, to which truth appears as mere semblance, defines the shape of truth
-itaelf. Hence the friable ambiguousness of the term ''aesthetic'' in Kierkegaard;
1leoce the discontinuity of the aesthetic itself, which he recognizes from the perfpective of the "ethical": " For about that you could not enlighten him, precisely
lirecause you yourself are enmeshed in the aesthetic; only he can explain the aeswho stands on a higher level and lives ethically.... The reason why the
who lives aesthetically can give no satisfactory explanation of his life, is
he constantly lives in the moment, and therefore has only a relati ve, limited
... The intellectual gifts of the aesthete are enslaved; transparis lacking to them .... You are constantly only in the moment, and thereyour life dissolves into arbitrary particular occurrence, and it is impossible
lain · '' 84

Paradoxies of the Aesthetic
"Carking care is my feudal castle. It is built like an eagle's nest upon the peak of
a mountain lost in the clouds. No one can take it by storm. From this abode I dart
down into the world of reality to seize my prey; but I do not remain down there,
I bear my quarry aloft to my stronghold. My booty is images that I weave into the
tapestries of my palace.\There I live like one of the dead; I immerse everything I
have experienced in a baptism of forgettulness, consecrating it to an eternal
remembrance. Everything temporal and contingent is cast-off and forgotten.
Then I sit, an old man, grey-haired and thoughtful, and explain picture after picture in a voice as soft as a whisper; and at my side a child sits and listens.
although he long knows everything that I have to say. " 81 While this definition of
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the sharp distinction of the individual than the nexus of the whole.
the~ has @Hen to the mercy of nature, and drags in whomeyer_.
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it encounters: " Of all the branches of knowledge , aesthetics is the most faithless.
Anyone who has really loved it becomes in one sense unhappy, but he who has
never loved it is and remains a pecus [dumb brute). " 85 This defines the pecul iar
danger of the " poet" in the Moment: " Precisely for this reason is the poet, from
a spiritual perspective, the most dangerous, because man loves the poet above
all , because he is the most dangerous. For it is an ordinary accompaniment of
illness to desire most vehemently, to love most of all, precisely that which is injurious to the sick man. But, spiritually understood, man in his natural condition is
sick, he is in error, self-deluded, and therefore desires most of all to be deceived,
so that he may be permitted not only to remain in error but to find himself thoroughly comfortable in his self-deceit. " 86 The poet as the merely natural man: it
is as such that absolute spir ituality perceives its own mythical origin . The paradoxy is clearly evident in Kierkegaard's outline of the aesthetic: "the aestbeW;"
~ indeed the sphere of mere immediacy; )pt ~uld be_d~cticaJ in itself and
lead to precisely that decisiveness that is denied only to ae!!he.!!£lif_e: " The aes-thetic is that in a man where y he Immediately is the manhe is; the ethical is that
whereby a man becomes what he becomes . . . . If, then, he has the aesthetic
seriousness you talk about so often and a little worldly wisdom, he will easil y see
that all cannot possibly thrive equally; hence he will choose, and what deter87
mines his choice is a more or less , which is a relati ve difference. " Kierkegaard
occasionally claimed the dialectic that originates here as the schema of his entire
authorial project: " The movement from the 'poet' to religious existence is fundamentally the movement of my whole activity as an author, understood in its
totality. One may compare The Works of Love , with regard to the use which again
is made of ' the poet' as t~inus a quo for Christian religious existence. The
..!JlOvement away.fr.om th~ philoso hical...tbuYstema!!s to the simple, i.e.tlle
existential, is essentially the same movement as from the poet to religious existence, only in different terms. " 88 -r Asa dialectical "sta~. ' f;h~refore , the concept of the aesthetic is pushed into definitive opposition to "existence." The
objective images and the subjective modes of behav ior, whose mythical illusori(less is exposed by the plan of bis own philosophy, are, for Kierlregam-d, aesthetic. In his philosophy, however, this insight into the mythical origin does not
ap ply. to the form of objective inwardness itself. Thus, although the spell of the
"aesthetic" in Kierkegaard indeed covers the ruins of the immediate external
world, which is jettisoned from inwardness as contingent; and, although this
spell covers as well the ruins of a transsubjective " meaning," which he fe nds off
as a romantic, metaphorical fraud; it does not extend to the movements of the
illusory internal ity that are unhesitatingly appealed to, even i 1he Passion Narative, as movements toward positive religiosity. This expo s the central antin·
omy in Kierkegaard's concept of the aesthetic. Where 1s
y, m the self·
consciousness of its myih1cal semblance, encounters "aesthetic " chara
· tics.
t-comes closest to reality: to the reality ofits own condition of objectless inward·

t
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as that of the estrangement of things in regard to itse.!!J Kierkegaard
nowhere saw social reality in sharper outline than in an " aesthetic" diapsalm that
he measured not according to the objects that it indicates but according to a
." deportment" and therefore, spurning it, ranged it among the fragments of semblance, even though it originates not so much from an indecisive consciousness
as it portrays the semblance of the situation itself: " In the last analysis, what is
the significance of life? Mankind is divided into two great classes: one works for
a living, the other does not need to. But working in order to live cannot be the
si_gnificance of life. For it would be a contradiction to say that the production of
the condi tions of life somehow answers the question of the significance of what
is conditioned. The lives of the other class have no other significance than that
they consume the conditions of subsistence. And to say that the significance of
life is death, seems again a contradiction. " 89 When his philosophy-in the name
!#existence - takes objectless inwardness and mythical conjuration as substantial
ality, it ca it
to the semblance that it rejects in the depths of oblivion.
kmbla e which illuminates thou
the remoteness of the 1mages 1 e the
.lllr_9f reconci · tio
in the ab ss of inwardness as an all-consum1n 1re.
lt.is.Jo ~.s<mghl..Q.!.!.t.and named in this abyss . jf the ho~a 1t rag)ates ts nofTn
be forfeited by knowledge.

122 D REASON AND SACRIFICE

solved by the fulfilling gesture of the girl who holds true to nature till the end. In
sacrificiaJ renunciation, however, the merman becomes " demonic": he falls
silent. His silence binds him to mere nature. Thus Kierkegaard himself understood it: ''We shall now give the merman a human consciousness and let his
being a merman signify a human preexistence, in consequence of which his life
was entrapped . There is nothing to hinder his becoming a hero, for the step he
now takes is reconciling. He is saved by Agnes; the seducer is crushed, he has
submitted to the power of innocence, he can never seduce again. But immediately, two forces struggle over him: repentance, Agnes and repentance. If repentance alone gets him , then he is hidden; if Agnes and repentance get him, then he
is disclosed. ' ' 56 In scarcely another passage is Kierkegaard's idealism of objectless inwardness more self-evidently mythical than here where he holds up to himself the image of reconciliation. Ob~ctless inwardness must silently endure, like
the refractory natural demon. The sole organ of reconciliation, however,ls- the
word. " Meanwhile, there is no doubt that the~ speak";57 this speech,
as "the disclosed ," would draw him out of mYiJiOJogy;-t6 which he is banned by
his silence -the archaic silence of his unmediated natural existence as well as the
dialectical silence of " repentance" shut within itself and sacrificially annihilating itself without ever finding the reconciling word. Ths." mennan" is truly the
" reexistence" of Kierke aardian inw dness: in silence its diaJecticaJ sacrifice
reveals itself as archajcJhis confirms his idealism as the historical 1gure o
mythical. Where, however, nature- free of resignation -perseveres as des1rous
mstmct and eloquent consciousness, it is able to survi ve, whereas in sacrifice
nature succumbs to itself; nature, which truly cannot be dri ven out with a pitchfork and returns until genius is reconciled with it.

Chapter 7
Construction of the Aesthetic

Crisis of Melancholy
"Just as man-by nature-desires what is able to sustain and revive the lust of
life, so does he who is to live for the eternal need constantly a dose of pessimism,
so that he should not dote upon this wretched world, but rather learn loathing and
weariness of and disgust at its foolishness and lies.' ' 1 What is stylized so puritanically in The Instant that it seems to be an old-fashioned quotation from a
sermon of repentance nevertheless contains the richest dialectic in the form of a
summary thesis, and betra~t dialectically.~ Kierkegaard's philosophy passion
and s rifice originate in melancholy as their natural source in order to exting"iiish
~e i~elf in. mela~c~ol~ as in the spiritual
y..J e n
IS not 1sso ved in
~ pass10n of 1ts anmhllauon; melancholy accompanies Kierkegaard as a "medilhng" element through all stages, before sacrificing itself in the point. For this
~on melancholy is stiU to be found in his later writings, where one would think
It would be overcome by a polemical-paradoxical Christianity. Melanchoi>J fr!!!:tured, has nonetheless survived the ruin that as a whole it earlier · · u nits
~n tota ity.
at remains, owever, is divided like the despair that with the
~en shock of the sickness unto death breaks through the foundation of subJectivity, polarizing itself objecti vely into judgment and grace. Mythical self-as~ion through melancho ly is anathematized: "Aye, let the storm break forth in
ltill greater violence, making an end of life, and of the world , and of this brief
lpeech, which has at least the advantage over all th ings else, that it is soon
ended? Let that wild vortex, which is the inmost principle of the world, although
123
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this escapes the attention of men , who eat and drink and marry and increase
in heedless preoccupation - let it break forth, I say, and in pent-up resentment
sweep away the mountains and the nations and the achievements of culture and
the cunning inventions of mankind, let it break forth with the last terrible shriek
which more surely than the trump of doom proclaims the destruction of everything; Jet it move, and moving whirl along this naked cliff on which we stand , as
tightly as thistledown before the breath of our nostrils!" 2 Thus melancholy is
concentrated in the ima e of catastro he as th extreme limitof its potential.
'· erem consists also the significance of his melancholy. Its nature is t e co centration of possibility, " 3 and "the most perfect mockery of the world would
have to become earnestness" 4 in the presence of this image. Sacrifice is powerless in this situation; rather, melancholy breaks down before the reality of judgment: " It appears to me that there is something infinitely disconsolate in such an
isolation , and I cannot help thinking how dreadful it is when a man awakes to
another life on the Day of Judgment and again stands there quite alone. " 5 The
demonic possibility, however, is that of total , defiant self-assertion_Shatt~d
!!lelancholy means something quite different; Its ruins. are t~e cip~ers on which
Kierkegaard reflects, and hope IS mtegral to the absurdity of 1ts des1re. The order
of the spheres is inverted. There where Kierkegaard supposes only the disc~ti
ru,Uty and contingency of total melancholy, the natural impulse, even 1f dei!ied
fulfillment, clings to the names of its objects: in his philosophy hope nowher_e
insists more stubborn I than in the aesthetic " Dia almata," whose fragmentariness, according to Kierkegaard's hierar
ults from e mea
ity of the aesthetic to achieve continuit!) Thus in ~ mel~ncholy r~miniscence .on
a child named LoUis: "How true human nature IS to Itself. W1th what nanve
genius does not a little child often show us a living image of the adult world.
Today I really enjoyed watching little Louis. He sat in his little chair; he looked
about hjm with obvious pleasure. The nurse Mary went through the room.
'Mary,' he cried. 'yes, little Louis,' she answered with her usual friendliness.
and came to him . He tipped his head a little to one side, fastened his immense
eyes upon her with a certain gleam of mischief in them , and thereupon said quite
phlegmatically, 'Not this Mary, another Mary. ' What do we older folks do? We
cry out to the whole world, and when it comes smiling to meet us, then we say:
'Not this Mary.' '' 6 Kierkegaard's commen
· es the point of his
~ narrative. It is not opelcssness in the autonomous , infinite wish, u
.
in the finite that is described; a hope that is frustrated in the factual world, 1n
the 'milieu,' by this girl and no other but which still, utopianly and concretely,
grasps in the name what is denied to it by the world of alienated objects. For this
reason, the child does not appear as a banally ironic image of "the adult world''
in the vain reduction of a melancholy retrospective. Rather, the impulse of his
impatience is mournful; an impulse that, to be fulfilled should no~ sacrifi~
to reality through • 'decisi'Veness,'' but nourished dialecticai!Y. The motives of the
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"Diapsalmata" may, in terms of literary history, have their origins in romanticism . Yet they are distinguished from the romantic just as much as by the distinctness of their defmition as by the strict impossibility of their fulfillment, an
impossibility whose figure defines the form of hope in Kierkegaard's work.
Thus , in the name, even an observation that starts off fully romantic becomes
true to the finite, but displaced wish: " The tremendous poetic vigor of folk literature expresses itself, among other ways, in the strength to desire. The desires
of our age are in comparison with these both sinful and dull, since we desire what
belongs to our neighbor. The characters in folk literature are very well aware that
the neighbor as little possesses what they are seeking as they themselves do. And
when they do indulge in sinful desire, it is so terrible as to cause men to tremble.
This desire does not allow itself to be cheapened by the cool calculation of probabilities of sober reason. Don Juan still struts across the stage with his 1,003 mistresses. No one dares to smile, out of respect for the venerable tradition. If a poet
were to venture the like in our age, he would be hooted off the stage. " 7 Kierkegaard has found the formula for what here exceeds the impulse to restore lost
immediacy and fullness of life: "M soul has lost its tentiality. If I were to
10nate
wish for an
'sh for w
and wer but for e
~nse of the potentiaL for tbe eye.....which. eyer young and ardent. eve~e
.QQssible. "!.such "potentiality" is not so much a mirage of what has been lost as
an unfulfilled, thin, prophetic, but nevertheless exact schema of what is to be. It
i~, however, the schema of that truth to which Kierkegaard's question of origin is
directed; that enciphered and distorted truth that, while autonomous subjecti vity
cannot create it, melancholic subjectivity is indeed able to read it. In this figure
me.lan.choty. brings home what existence destroyed. In contradiction to the superficJalmtentJOn of systematic completeness, the " Diapsalmata" work toward the
"original script of human existence." Nowhere are their metaphors more powerful than here: "Jam as shrunken as a Hebrew shewa, weak and silent as a dagheJh lene; I feel like a letter printed backward in the line, and yet as ungovernable
as a three-tailed Passha, as jealous for myself and my thoughts as a bank for its
notes, and as generally introverted as any pronomen reflexivum. If only it were
true of misfortunes and sorrows as it is of conscious good works that they who do
them have their reward taken away-if this held true of sorrow, then were J the
hap~iest of men: for I take all my troubles in advance, and yet they all remain
9
behmd. " Jt is perhaps not by accident that the metaphor chooses Hebrew letters
the signs of a language that theologically makes the claim to being the true tan~
g~age . Theological truth, however-and here, beyond the paradoxical sacrifice,
K•e~kegaard's own ontological position presumably lies- is guaranteed precisely
by Its encipherment and distortedness; the "collapse" of fundamental human
re~ations reveals itself as the history of truth itself. This is shown, totally against
Kierkegaard's own intention and therefore all the more convincingly, in a passage
Of an essay on Marie Beaumarchais; script appears as a model of despair, only to
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transform itself, gently, into a model of hope: "And thus she will pass her time
until at last she has consumed the object of her grief which was not the cause of
her grief, but the occasion through which she always sought an object for her
grief. If a man possessed a letter which he knew, or believed, contained information bearing upon what he must regard as his life's happiness, but the writing
was pale and fine, almost illegible- then would he read it with restless anxiety
and with all possible passion, in one moment getting one meaning, in the next
another, depending on his belief that, having made out one word with certainty,
he could interpret the rest thereby; but he would never arrive at anything except
the same uncertainty with whkh he began. He would stare more and more anxiously, but the more he stared, the less he would see. His eyes would sometimes
fill with tears; but the oftener this happened the less he would see. In the course
of time, the writing would become fainter and more illegible, until at last the
paper itself would crumble away, and nothing would be left to him except the
tears in his eyes.' ' 10 E dless useless read in should represent the empty infinity
of
reflection of the "aesthetic" (in this case the imm ta e ovi
· reflection that, accor mg to th
of spheres, can be
broken only by '• ec1s1venesD Yet no truer image of hope can be imagined than
that of ciphers, readable as traces, dissolving in history, disappearing in front of
overflowing eyes, indeed confirmed in lamentation. In these tears of despair the
ciphers appear as incandescent figures, dialectically, as compassion, comfort,
and hope. Dialectical melancholy doe not mourn vani bed happiness. It knows
that it is unreachable. But it knows also of the prom1se t at conJOinS e unreachable, precisely in its origin, with the wish: " Never have I been happy; and yet it
has always seemed as if happiness were in my train, as if glad genii danced about
me, invisible to others but not to me, whose eyes gleamed with joy. " 11 Such
hope rejects all mythical deception , all claim to having once existed, by this
never: it is promised as unattainable; whereas, if it were directly asserted as reality, it would regress to the mythol<jgical and phantasmagorical, surrendering
itself to the lost and past. For the ttile desire of melancholy is nourished on the
idea of an eternal happiness without sacrifice, which it Still could nev~
ua
· nd.ica_te as its obJect. Although the wish that follows this aim is unfulfillable and yet fuU of hope, it originates in its aim , and just as it circles around
happiness, the wish circles, fulfilled, in happiness itself. Accordingly, ~aard homesickness for ha iness answers the dis uised utopian wish as the
~atolo~e of his gnosis: "The trick would be to feel omestc n !Withstanding one IS at home. Expertness in the use of illusion is requisite for
this. •' 12 Here illusion is located in the unreachable figure of hope as in homesickness at home . As the desire for happiness , however, illusion has its content not in
the infinite, but in a finiteness that, as a dividing wall, saves body and name
better than the open horizon of thought in which they drift away. Thus in the diapsalm concerning the roast, pragmatism goes farther than Kierkegaard's romantic

irony gives it credit for: " One must be very naive to believe that it will do any
good to cry out and shout in the world, as if that would change one's fate. Better
take things as they come, and make no fuss . When I was young and went into a
restaurant, I would say to the waiter, 'A good cut, a very good cut, from the loin ,
and not too fat. ' Perhaps the waiter did not even hear me, to say nothing of
paying any attention to my request, and still less was it likely that my voice
should reach the kitchen and influence the cook, and even if it did, there was
~rhaps not a good cut on the entire roast. Now I never shout any more. " 13 Happmess would taste like this precisely described piece of meat; the former is as
unreachable in the hierarchy of significations as is the latter in a shabby restaurant. Reification is as inimical to happiness as the bad organization of the inn is
to the roast, and it is promised just as certainly as the roast in its smell.

Passing Away of Existence
Nature and reconciJiatio
dia ecuca
1 s 1 us1on is the reflection o o . t is illus1on
ause not
happiness itself but only its images are given to the wish and in them the wish,
which is nourished by them, is at the arne time filled with longing because,
according to Kierkegaard, the eye, the organ of the wish, " Is most difficult to
1
satisfy. " \ This insatiability is aesthetic.) What crumbles into disparate, incommensurable definitions of the aesthetic in the face of the claim to power of his
systematic idealism, what is irreducible to the spontaneous core of subjectivity,
crystal izes however irregularly, yet coherently, under the gaze of melancholy.
The sphere'of-the aesthetic, which Kierkegaard, employing the categories of his
paradoxical system of existence, divides up into a traditional doctrine of art, the
sensual immediacy of existence, the speculative deception of objective metaphysics, and the subjective how of communication - just to be able to discard it
as discontinuous; this sphere, painfully furrowed by a subjectivity that leaves its
traces behind in it without ever mastering it, receives its structure from images
~t are present for the wish, without having been produced by it, for the wish
Itself originates in them. This realm of images con titute
of the traditional Platonic real~!!l!J:S-WlL..I:u:.J:Aa.~~..JUSl.Q[!£![U:tlJ.aJI.ec.JtudlL4...U.I
does...not lie in pe"ifect transcendence beyond nature. bu tssOJvres-dart<ly jnto
~t is not ima~eless truth but promises paradoxically unreachable trutb_in
~SI!,Ion to its semblance; it does nor open itself to Eros but shines forth in the
llloment of colla se- in the historical colla se of the mythical unity of unmediated existen e· in the m thic
·
· ·
historically ex1stin ind· · al.
~ 1gures that assemble themselves at this point carry marks of a suffocating
ObJ~tless inwardness. Kierkegaard leaves no doubt that the origin of their IumiDosJty is putrefaction; they often remain behind as monuments of a withered and
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alienated nature. But no matter how far behind, they are ahead of the living. Kierkegaard understood this better as a " psychologist" than as a systematizer of existence: " In every man there is a talent, understanding. And every man , the most
knowing and the most limited , is in his knowing far ahead of what he is in his
life, of what his life expresses." 15 By this lead of knowledge over existence, the
~jng sub ject participate~uth through semblance 1 a participation which
mageless existence, in its empty depth, never achieves. For the trace of truth
becomes accessible to the wish that perseveres in the face of the merely existent;
if the existent were cast off as contin ent the existence of inwardness would not
offer truth, for inwardness knows no twth beyond its own life) Before t e trace of
triith, however, mere existence passes away. What Kierkegaard says polemically
of speculative reason, which usurps the intellectus archetypus, characterizes positively that "aesthetic" deportment that asserts itself in spite of his doctrine of
existence: "Bl!! for the speculating philosopher the question of his personal eternal happiness ca'hnot arise recisel because his task consists in getting more and
more aw
·
t
orne ob·ective, thus vanis mg rom tmse
and becoming what might be called the contemplative energy o ph1 osophy
itself. " 16 Thus the autonomous self would have to "vanish" into truth, whose
trace reaches the self by aesthetic semblance in the ephemeral images of which
the self's mighty spontaneity is powerless. If the expansive self in its full dimension is lost in sacrifice, it survives in its transience by making itself small. It
is possible that knowledge inheres in Kierkegaard's ethical abstraction, in the
"exclusion of the incommensurable" that transcends mere sacrifice; that is, as
knowledge of inconsp.icuousness as is maintained by the longing of the romantics
for the "philistine": "They who carry the treasure of faith are likely to disappoint, for externally they have a striking resemblance to bourgeois philistinism,
which infinite resignation, like faith, deeply disdains. " 17 Kierkegaard describes
the believer, who resembles the philistine, not as one who lives the good life,
immediately in his humble station, but as a fleeting, unimposing figure: " The
instant I first lay eyes on him, I set him apart at once; I jump back, clap my
hands, and say half aloud, 'Good Lord, is this the man, is this really the one-he
looks just like a tax collector!' But this is indeed the one. I move a linle closer t.o
him, watch his slightest movement to see if it reveals a bit of heterogeneous optical telegraphy from the infinite, a glance, a facial expression, a gesture, a dashness, a smile that would betray the infinite in its heterogeneity with the finite.
No! I examine his figure from top to toe to see if there may not be a crack through
which the infinite would peek . No! He is solid all the way through." 18 This is not
a sacrificial figure, nor a bourgeois " moralist" of the everyday realm of obligation, marriage, and well-ordered activity. His origin is to be found rather in~
ditions: those of the wise man who is unrecognized and hidden from himself; 10
the saint whose mortal being disappears imperceptib . The " tele ra by from the
1
finite," a missive
ment in The Sickness u
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COIIUJ mnieat:ieA gf grace. It is his ability ''to express the sublime absolutely in the
pedestrian ... the one and only marvel ," 19 and he performs it. The subjective
astrology of the spheres is powerless; neither the freely choosing self nor its sacrifice in the paradox has any power over itt Settled in the discarded precipitate of
the aesthetic-insignificant, cast off, but enduring-is that which the pathos_Qf
.]?tal su~jectivity conj~red ~"Then I lay at your side and vanished from
myself m the tmmenstty o
e sky above and forgot myself in your soothing
murmur! You, my happier self, you fleeting life that lives in the brook running
past my father's farm, where I lie stretched out as if my body were an abandoned
hiking stick, but I am rescued and released in the plaintive purling!-Thus did I
lie in my theater box.' ' 20 This speculative image of passing away and salvation is
con~ealed, almost irresponsibly, behind the theory of farce found in Repetition,
which it follows; a theory in which not only Kierkegaard's doctrine of art, but his
entire systematics of the concept of existence disintegrates: "~
thetic category runs aground on farce; nor does farce succeed in producing a uniformity of mOOd m the more cultured lii:ntimlce. Because 1ts 1mpact dee§:ds
Ji;;ge!)' on self-activi•y aAEI the Vtewer $ lillproviSahon , the particular individual.l!x comes to assert himself in a very individual way and in his enjoyment is
emangpared ~FeiB all aestbeti£ obligations to admire, to laugh, to be moved~tc.
in the traditional W!!J. For a cultured person, seeing a farce is similar to playing
lhe lottery;-except that one does not have the annoyance of winning money. But
that kind of uncertainty will not do for the general theater-going public, which
therefore ignores farce or snobbishly disdains it, all the worse for itself. A proper
theater public generally has a certain restricted eagerness; it wishes to be-or at
least fancies that it is -ennobled and educated in the theater. It wishes to have
had -or at least fancies that it has had -a rare artistic enjoyment; it wishes, as
SOOn as it has read the poster, to be able to know in advance what is going to
happen that evening. Such unanimity cannot be found at a farce, for the same
farce can produce very different impressions, and, strangely enough, it may so
happen that the one time it made the least impression it was performed best. ...
The otherwise so reassuring mutual respect between theater and audience is suspended. Seeing a farce can produce the most unpredictable mood, and therefore
a person can never be sure whether he has conducted himself in the theater as a
Worthy member of society who has laughed and cried at the appropriate places.
One cannot, as a conscientious spectator does, admire the fine character portrayal that a dramatic performance is supposed to have, for in a farce all of the
Characters are portrayed according to the abstract criterion "in general. " Situation, action , the lines-everything is according to this criterion. Therefore one
can just as well be made sad as ecstatic from laughter. " 21 The spontaneous interVention of the viewer in the work, which supposedly defines farce as a form, only
lpparently has its origin in the principle of autocratic subjectivism. For this inter\'ention is directed against the unity of the aesthetic object, a unity that itself tes-
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tifies to the unity of subjective synthesis. It is enacted a~ainst the unity of~
aesthetic ob'ect in momentary impulses that remain as incommensurable one to
ey are responses to t e
s !au hter and sadness VIS- -v1s
n e of

~~~~~~~~~~~~;=~~~~~~~~;h~a~t~K~i~er~k?egaard

s~~

.s

takes the license to say about the anarchy o arce cou 1tse
angerous to the
hierarchy of spheres and challenges it, if only "aesthetically, "in the critique of
the tragic: "Does the light-anned comedy hasten past the ethical to the unconcerned position of metaphysics? Does it want only to arouse laughter by making
the contradiction manifest? And docs tragedy on the other hand, heavy-armed as
it is, remain mired in the ethical difficulty so that though the idea triumphs the
hero is destroyed? placing the auditor in a rather discouraging position? For if he
would like to be a hero, he must succumb without grace; and if he has no reason
to fear for his life, si nce it is only heroes who must die, this is also bitter
enough. " 22 The tragic is, however, in every instance the presentation of a sacrifice, and Kierkegaard's critique of the hero's faJI did not need to become speechless at the sight of the victim. For this reason, he occasionally defends the
"aesthetic" against the "religious" earnestness that indeed alone draws the conclusions from sacrificial paradoxicalness: "In practice there is nothing more ludicrous than to see religious categories employed with profound and stupid earnestness where one ought to employ aesthetic categories with humor and jest..:.::.:J'he
limitation of existential and reli ious "
"
m for those yma en ist authors. This sympathy cannot be adequately explained
~~~------~~~-enmi toward Hegel or by the general structure of ICterkegaard's "d•alec. tical" thought or t ey are oppos
o e pre
im"';'i 11m
1a ectic
and are oo1)/ ~ble to intervene m the f1ssures of ex1stentfal docln~"Writers
such as Boerne, Heine, Feuerbach, etc. , have great interest for an experimenter.
They are for the most part very thoroughly informed about the religious, i.e. they
know definitely that they want to have nothing to do with it. This is a great advantage over the 'systematic' writers who, without knowing in what the religious
properly consists, undertake to explain it, at one moment deferentially, at another
superciliously, but always incompetently. An unhappy, a jealous lover can know
about love as well a
ne who is offended at the religious
can in his way know about rhe religious just as well as rhe belieyeo There ore.
since our age furnishes few examples of men who in a great sense are believers.
one has reason to be glad that there are some right clever men who are scandal·
ized at religion. " 24 They are scandalized on account of a wish that does not
accommodate itself to sacrifice and rises in the collapse of existence, becoming
luminous as it passes away: " If you have nothing else to say but that this is not ~0
be endured, then you will have to look about for a better world. " 25 Not the hub~~
of grandeur with which the 'moralist' so scornfully reproaches the "aesthete.
but rather the reverse of the hubris of greatness is his best attribute. It ~ell

1
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of a materialism whose vision is focused on • 'a better world' ' -not to forget in
'ffi'Cailis he orcseHI worltl, httt-to ch
· b the *ength ofaflim-~t inaeed
may be as a whole "portrayed according to the abstract criterion 'in gene
"
~ose contours are concretely and unequivocally filled in~ particut:ir"dia-\
t..
- -----lechcal element- - - - -

Images and Spheres
The quint~ssence of such images is Kierkegaard 's •'aesthetic sphere.'' Jt(Uni~ is
based on liS contents and not on th manner of ·
· cti ve constitution .Jt is the
reg10n of diaieelical sem ance, in which truth is promise iston e
rough
the collapse of existence, whereas the "ethical" and "religious" spheres, on the
contrary, remain those of subjective, sacrificial conjuratiQ{l , ~
the ahnegatjon of semhlancd't the end of In vi no veritas, Kierkegaard gives a
metaphor of ifie aeSthetic'Sphere that captures this more precisely than any of
William's conceptual efforts because it grasps the realm of images itself in an
image. After the banquet, "Constantine took leave of them as host, infonning
them that there were five carriages at their service, so that each might follow his
own inclination, drive whither he would, alone, or, if he would in company, and
with whomsoever he wou ld . " 26 And the passage continues with the following
image: "Thus it is that a rocket by the force of powder rises as a single shot,
stands for an instant still , collected as one entity, then disperses to all the
27
w· ds.' ' This is none ther than the idea of tbe aesthetic spheret!-iberated from
·
·
·
subjective dialectic, ecli sin it entire!
n illusory uni
·
·
o
·
· 't
~ongs, as does the rocket to the mcvlcm antiquity of pyrotechnics. Just how
·
di
much the form of the ae
the form in whi the innennost cell of Kierkegaard's philosophy, the inte~ ~. __
today presents itself to an observer IS Irrefutably confirmed by the subsequent
course of the earlier narrative: "The figures and the groups they formed made a
fantastic impression upon me. For that the morning sun shines upon field and
meadow and upon every creature which at night found rest and strength to arise
jubilant with the sun - with this we have a sympathetic and wholesome understanding; but a nocturnal party beheld by morning illumjnation, in the midst of a
smiling rustic environment, makes an almost uncanny impression . One begins to
think o~ that are surprised by the dawn of day, of elves that cannot find the
crevice through which they are accustomed to vanish because it is visible only in
the dark, of unfortunates for whom the difference between day and night has
~come obliterated by the monotony of their suffering. " 28 Kierkegaard's image
~s more interesting than when it is seen in tenns of the cheap antithesis of original
Innocence and corruption. Those gentlemen in dress-coats do not profane the
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pure nature of morning: before its purity they are transformed into natural spirits
by means of their costume-the most transient thing about them - ~here~
nity itself shines tbmngb as the oonteol nf ttaosience, !he hllJl" tb•• tnheres m the
aesthetic is that of the transparence of decaying figures! Or, m the ~eologtc~l
terms of Kierkegaard's later presentation of 'holy history': "In a certam sense, tt
is true, glory shines through here as well. " 29 For just as Ki~rk~gaard 's verdict on
the aesthetic sphere hardly matches with its contents, so 1ts tma~es are hardly
restricted to the domain that his doctrine of existence has granted tt. If the paradoxicaJ remains at the mercy of nature, it does not extend over aJI mythical
images; the finaJ such image in front of which the. ~ara~oxicaJ stops-~e
"N.B." of e "Passion Narrative" - is the first ausp1 1ous 1mage of ae~thet~c
semblance. ierkegaard's distin
· · ·s to be reco mze.d tn
the significa
·s philosophy attributes to the heno enon of the cru~tfi~ion of
nst:
1 t en o a c 1 d, and give this child delight by showmg tt
s~se pictures one buys on the stalls, which are so. trivial ar_tistically, b~t
so dear to children. This one here on the snorting steed, w1th a tossmg feather m
his hat with a lordly mien, riding at the head of the thousands upon thousands
which ~ou do not see, with hand outstretched to command, ' Forward! ' forward
over the summits of the mountains which you see in front of you, forward to
victory-this is the Emperor, the one and only, Napoleon. And so now you tell
the child a little about Napoleon. - This one here is dressed as a huntsman; he
stands leaning upon his bow and gazes straight before him with glance so piercing, so self-confident, and yet so anxious. That is William T~ll. You now relate.to
the child something about him, and about that extraordmary glance of ~Is.
explaining that with this same glance he has at once an eye forth~ be.loved ch1ld.
that he may not harm him. and for the apple, that he may not mtss 11. And thus
you show the child many pictures, to the child's unspeakable delight. Then you
come to one which intentionally was laid among the others. It represents a man
crucified. The child will not at once nor quite directly understand this pic~ure.
and will ask what it means , why he hangs like that on a tree. So you explatn to
the child that this is a cross, and that to hang on it means to be crucified, and that
in that land crucifixion was not only the most painful death penalty but was also
an ignominious mode of execution employed only for the grossest malefactors. " 30 Of all the ima es. on I one-diaJecticaJl .-end~res: "For just ~5 ~
reproach to the Jews there was written above IS cross, The Kmg of the Jews,
this picture, which regularly is published every year as a reproach to the. hu~a~
race is a remembrance which the race never can and never should be nd 0 '
nev: r should be represented differently; and it will seem as if it were this gene~.
.
c th fi
.
shoWS thtS
ation which crucified him , as often as th1s generation aor e trst ttme
.
picture to the child of the new generation, explaining for the first time how th~ngs
.
.
. h
ic·
go in this world; and the ch1ld,
the first ttme
tt ears t.h'IS, wt'II become anxious
and sorrowful, for his parents, for the world, and for h1mself; and the other P

l
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tures- sureIy as the ballad relates"- the ballad of Agnes and the merman"they must tum their faces away, the pictures being so different. " 31 Accordingly,
for Kierkegaard the originaJ experience of Christianity remains bound to the
image; in the image one generation gives the other the idea of Christ; his imagelike his name-endures as an irreducibly mythical residue. But it endures dialecticaJI : it is at the same time the overcomin of the demonic in nature; it 1s the
ultimate image, as tt i t~e 01 tmate sacrifice; before the image of Christ aJI oth~
ima es must "avert the1r eyes. ' 1 His ima e oes be ond all art; it is " insi nift itself an ima e; thus it rescues the r<
icant from t e ar 1 tc pomt of view" an
aes ettc even
etc IS ost and
aining paradoxical, opens the way
to reconciliation. Therefore many of the metaphors of The Sickness unto Death,
while never fiiiding a place in the rigorous logic of existence, are akin to the
major themes of the " Diapsalmata" and the "aesthetic sphere": " It is (to
describe it fi~:uratjyelyl as jf an au_thor were to fuiike a shp of tfie pe~
this clerical error became conscious of being such- perhaps it was no error but_in
a far higher sense was an essential constituent in the whole exposition-it is the..!'
as if this clerical error would revolt a ainst the
hatred for him were
to for 1 1m to correct it. and were to say, 'No, I will not be erase , WI stand
a-; a witness against thee, that thou art a very poor writer.' '' 32 Just as the isolated
and enciphered letter is not subordinated to the total, "existential " expression of
the author, so in Kierkegaard 's theology enciphered images oppose the existential
sacrifice and in the midst of its abstracting annihilation grants the solace of their
concretion. That which sets itself up against subjective idealism in the aesthetic
sphere, the ontologicaJ character of a ''text,'' whose truth the individual means
to secure as a mere sign; the depersonalization of the self from which a meaningful letter emancipates itself-this determines Kierkegaard 's theological stage
in the doctrine of objective despair. The parenthetical possibility, however, that
Ultimately the "typographical error" itself would prove to be meaningful is the
nonsensical caesura that brings hope into existence through its collapse.~
ence, despair, and hope- it is with this rh thm, not the monotonous rhythm of
_absolute
an tota sacn tee, that Kierkegaar so
u
mea~· and it appears in the disparate images into whtch the abstract umtYOf
~stence is dialectically dividedl.Jn these images the "aesthetic" and the "religious" spheres go over into each other and not simply-as Kierkegaard supposes
on sy tematic grounds-as an "exception" that has no part in life. Jt occurs
rather in a depersonalization of the living in which life, while passing away, yet
~athes and rests free of sacrifice. Jts metaphor is sleep. Kierkegaard uses the
linage to characterize the two extreme spheres. Jt is found in the "aesthetic"
;·l>iap almata'' : "I divide my time as follows: half the time I sleep, the other half lA~
hidream . I never dream when r sleep, for that would be a pity, for sleeping is the
Ia g~st accomplishment of genius. " 33 In the Training in Christianity, however, it
8atd of the believer: "Blessed is he who is not offended but believes, who (like
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a child who is taught to say these words as it falls asleep) says, ' I believe' .. .
and then sleeps; yea, blessed is he, he is not dead, he sleepeth. " 34 Such sleep is
the dialectical double meaning of passio: " I must have my sleep to maintain passion in the long run. " 35 For in sleep passio obeys nature and yet receives the
promise of blissful awakening.

a

I

\

Subjective "How" and Enmity toward Art

In the sleeper the spontaneity of the " I" comes to rest, without, however, being
~nihilated. If the aesthetic images that surround him are-as ontological semblance- located beyond subjective autonomy, Kierkegaard's theory of the subjective " how" and its correlate, the verdict on the " aesthetic sphere, " lose their
ultimate legitimation. For the knowledge of the subjective thinker, and all art,
always remains-in Kierkegaard's view- "communication": " Objective thinking is ... conscio us only of itself, and is not in the strict sense of the word a
form of communication at all , and certainly no artistic communication, in so far
as artistry would always demand reflection on the recipient, and an awaren~ss
of the form of the communication in relation to the recipient's possible miSunderstanding. " 36 Communication , however, is bound to autonomy: to the autonomy of the person communicating who imposes a form on a certain "content"
and to that of the fictional and abstract recipient whose interest in " understanding" determines the form. Communication vitiates the law inherent in the
37
object itself. " The greater the artistry, the.greater the inwar~ne .. " -:-t~is may
umcatwn, but 1t IS not a
be the regulating principle of iGer e
law of art. However conciliatory such communication might appear in the service of human understanding, it yet belongs exclusively to the realm of abstrac~
inwardness. Only alienated, mute conte nts can be adapted, dressed up , an
"communicated" as "content" to suit a subjective will; only to the extent that
they are not binding are they made so by individual existence. The " how" of
communication remains a subjective surrogate for the compelling appearance
that threatens to perish of its own abstractness. For this reason, Kierkegaard's
doctrine of communication is paradoxicaJ ly concerned with the idea of a ' 'nei~h
bor," whom his absolute subjecti vity 'has long since lost track of. The doctn~e
must orient itself by this neighbor, contingent and unknown as ne i~, because .10
its complete abstraction it acquires no law of form from the concreteness of 115
.
.
.. ns
contents It.tries powerlessly to CODJnre th1s law of form through the repet1t10.
of " double reflection " Artworks are eloquent by means of their law of form 10
fue uncompromising presentation of truth through their semblance.~
gaard 's unmanifest "existe ntial" communication remains a monologue prec1sel7,
with regard to the " nei
"
or 1t. IS su ~ect1ve ow
re ects distortedly the power o f truth over the manner of its appearance, 8
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manner that can never be separated arbit · y
m it as if it were a
resign, , A
for truth itself exists
·vel i
ialectic in which it "a
ars' The ...
ow - developed by Kierkegaard in o
· · to the shallow duaJism of form #____..,
and content-gains its philosophical justification as the expression of objective
laws in the manifestation of truth . Yet his doctrine qualifies this justification by
consigning it to subjectivity which superadds truth to the matter at hand as something new; by di viding truth from the material in which it appears; by ascribing
truth to existence and contingency to the material. However fruitful the linguistic-criticaJ norms prove to be when applied to the material at hand -norms which
Kierkegaard poses with the "subjective how" of a philosophy that threatens to
succumb to scientism - the theoretical justification of these norms through pure
subjectivity misses the point of philosophy and art. For this reason §ierkegaard
lll@hematizes the " aesthetic sphere" ~ly art altogether-This maJediction
has been less compellingly formulated by the existential philosophers than by the
theologian who relies not on the concept of subjective decisiveness but on the
obligation to be Christ's follower, harking back to the prohibition on graven
images: " Only the 'follower' is the true Christian. The 'admirers' have in fact a
pagan relationship to Christianity, and hence admiration gave rise to a new
paganism in the midst of Christendom, namely, Christian art. I do not wish in any
way to pass j udgment upon any one, but I regard it as my duty to pronounce what
I feel. Would it be possible for me, that is to say, could I bring myself to the
point, or could r be prompted, to dip my brush, to lift my chisel, in order to
depict Christ in color or to carve His figure? The fact that I am incapable of doing •
it, that I am not an artist, is here irrelevant, I merely ask whether it would be
possible fo r me to do it if I had the capacity. And I answer, No, it would be for me
an absolute impossibility. Indeed, even w ith this I do not express what I feel, for
in such a degree would it be impossible for me that I cannot conceive how it has
been possible to anyone. A person says, ' I cannot conceive of the calmness of the
murderer who sits sharpening the knife with which he is about to kill another
mao .' And to me, too, this is inconceivable. But truly it is also inconceivable to
me whence the artist derived his calm, or the calmness is inconceivable to me
'Yiith which an artist has sat year in and year out industriously laboring to paint a
portrait of Christ without c hancing to reflect w~her ChR.st desired perhaps to
have a ~trait made by his master-bmsh however idealized it might be I cannot
conceive how the artist preserved his calm , bow it is that he did not notice
Christ's displeasure and suddenly cast down brush and colors and all, as Judas
the thirty pieces of silver, casting them far, far away from him, because he
y understood that Christ required only "followers', that he who here on
earth lived in poverty and wretchedness, not having whereon to lay his head, and
lived thus not accidentaJly, because of the harshness of fate, desiring for
f different conditions , but of his own free choice, by virtue of an eternal
- that such as he hardly desired or desires that after his death a man

..Jiiii1••,
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should throw away his time, perhaps his eternal blessedness, by painting him. I
cannot conceive it, the brush would have fallen out of my hand the very second
I was about to begin, and perhaps I might not have survived it. " 38 ~s
of the living, art is sacrificed to the followers in death: " How a man is to fare in
this world is something which the Gospel (in contrast with novels, romance~
lies, and other amusements) does not amuse itself by considerin . No, forthe
s I these seventy years are like an instant, and its talk hastens on to the ecision of eternity." Yet the ater er egaard's antagonism toward art cannot
simply be reduced to the category of sacrifice. For at the same time, as the final
reJOI
tic of semblance, his antipathy for art express~
an imageless presence. ierkegaard's material aesthetic itself indicates the
t eo o tcal concept o
e symbOr as the idea of an tmageless se1f.i}fesentation of
truth. For this reason e enttre y exc u es rom the ver tct on ar
n's
storybook image of the crucifixion, which is as little subject to aesthetic semblance as to any law of form. Kierkegaard 's inconspicuousness does not mean the
simple annihilation of semblance in death, but its finite extinguishing in truth,
which, were it to be incarnated would cause the images to disappear in which
truth has its historical life. This is indicated by a noteworthy passage in the
second part of Either/Or, whlch, while expressly defending the "aesthetic legitimacy" of an inconspicuous existence, effectively specifies the limit of the
images more precisely than can be achieved by the mythical abstraction of the
self: " In this instance duration cannot be concentrated, for the point is time in its
• extension; and therefore neither poetry nor art can represent the ideal husband.
At the end of fifteen years he has apparently got no further than he was at the
beginning, yet he has lived in a high degree aesthetically. His possession has not
been like dead property, but he has constantly been acquiring hls possession. He
has not fought with lions and ogres, but with the most dangerous enemy: with
time. But for him eternity does not come afterwards as in the case of the knight,
but he has had eternity in time, has preserved eternity in time. He alone, therefore, has triumphed over time. For the knight, in contrast, has merely killed time,
just as any man kills time when it has not reality for him; this, however, is no
final victory. Thus the married man lives trul oetically and solves the great
riddle: he lives in eterni and et hearin the hall clock strike, an
in
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ing to the doctrme found in the Postscript "eterna!__!lilppiness, as the..absclttte
good, has the remarka~ait of being definable solely in..tenns-of-the mee~f
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good itself. " 42 As little, however, as happiness may be defined by its "mode of
acquisition ," just so little may the "goods" be defined by "themselves" in their
reified finitude, but only from the perspective in which they appear historicallydialectically to the wish as finite yet unattainable. Kierkegaard , however, takes
th:_;mp~s of the fully abstracted concept for imageless haP.Elness itselfr \
1
Therefore the dialectic of images that are at once more finite, unreachable, and
transparently promising becomes for Kierkegaard a merely mythical deception;
their dialectical structure becomes the ambiguity of the contingent: "What the
philosophers say about reality is often as disappointing as a sign you see in a shop
window, whlch reads: 'Pressing Done Here. ' If you brought your clothes to be ~
pressed, you would be fooled; for the sign is there nly to be sold. " 43 This crit- \
icism neglects
best dialectical tr th in phlloso
as in art: the
h
.
tfiat presents itself in semblance, In fact, Kierkegaard nowhere better described
the reconciling figure in which his own philosophy joins nature and history, than
in a passage di.J:ected against Hegel that meant to destroy this figure as semblance, while yet its semblance, recognized and maintained, serves truth as its
truest counterimage: " Some bend eternity into time for the imagination. Conceived in this way, eternity produces an enchanting effect. One does not know
whether it is dream or actuality. As the beams of the moon glimmer in an illuminated forest or a hall, so the eternal peeps wistfully, dreamily, and roguishly
into the moment. " 44

Fantasy in the Fragment
llere it is fantasy-repudiated by Kierkegaard-that conceives semblance as the
instrumentof an unbroken transition from the mythjcal-histori,aJ te reeonciiiatl.Q_n, whereas his doctrine exclusively recognizes the self and the leap. " In a
speculative-fantastic sense we have a positive finality in the system, and in an
aesthetic-fantastic sense we have one in the fifth act of the drama. But this sort of
finality is valid only for fantastic beings.' ' 45 Yet as an opponent of fantasy Kierkegaard reveals the deepest insight into its essence, just as the organization of the
"~apsalmata" legitimates itself as a work of exact fantas¥---" For the imagnul-
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tion is itself more perfect than the sufferings of reality, it is timelessly qualified,
soaring above the sufferings of reality, it is capable of presenting perfection
admirably, it possesses all the splendid colors for portraying it; but suffering, on
the other band, is something the imagination cannot represent, except in a rendering that represents it _~lready perfected, that is, softened, toned-down , foresbortened . F~maginary piCture, hat is, the ICture that me imaginat1oo
e.~nd lilCeS, is
, 10 a certain sens unreality, 1 ac s e
'ty-of
ti.!nund duration and of the earthly life with its dtfftcui 1es and sufferings ....
An actor clad in rags (even if in defiance of stage convention they were actual
rags) is, as the mere deceit of an hour, a totally different thing from being clad in
~
rags in the everyday life of reality. No, however great the effort of jma~:inatiQn_to
m~e this imaginary picture of realit , it cannot be accom lished. " 46 If indeed
an asy IS una e to grasp concretely the ultimate image of despair -as in Poe's
~story " The Pit and the Pendulum" the most horrifying secret of the pit is not
~Fpicted - this incapacity is not a weakness but a strength. The element of reconciliation that makes its transient appearance in fantasy still suffices to dissolve
despair, whereas existence irresistibly rushes into that very despair. The iAability
of fantasy to represent despair js its surety of hope. In fantasy nature su~es
itself: nature, the impulse of fantasy; nature, which-in fantasy - recognizes
itself; nature, which through the minutest displacement by fantasy presents itSelf
as rescued. Through displacement: for fantasy is not contemplation that leaves
the existing as it is; contemplating, it enters unnoticed into the existing to complete its composition as an image. Kierkegaard recognized the model of its composition, far from any autonomous aesthetic " form ," in the activity of a child
cutting out pictures: " At times we see the more mature individuality who satiates
himself on the strong food of actuality and is not reall y influenced by a wellexecuted painting. But he can be stirred by a Nue mberg print, a picture of the
kind found on the market not long ago. There one sees a landscape depicting a
perfect rural area in general. This abstractjon cannot be artistically executed.
Therefore the whole thing is achieved by contrast, namely, by an_accidentalgmcretion. And yet I ask everyone if from such a landscape he does not get the
liliPression of a perfect rural area in general, and if this category has not stayed
with him from childhood. In the days of childhood, we had such enormous categories that they now almost make us dizzy, we clipped out of a piece of paper a
man and a woman who were man and woman in general in a more rigorous sense
than Adam and Eve were. '' 47 The ' 'in general'' of the Nuernberg print is si milar
to that of the farce, but is de cribed by Kierkegaard more exactly, making it more
amenable to interpretation than in the theory of the farce. It is not the abstractness
and range of the concept, but the minute precision and concreteness of a model in one variety it is familiar as a " pattern" - in which individual differe nces of
existence disappear only to be resurrected, saved ontologically, ~ prototypical
features of the completed figure. Like names, the pattern attaches contingency. as
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"accide ntal concretion," to the most uruversal concept; and more, it binds it to
the natural-historical prototype, Adam and Eve, whom anamnesis appropriates
for the instant and for all time by developing their contours, as their "second
48
nature, " out of the chaos of the sheet o f paper. Through fantasy, as recollection , genius continuously restores original creation - not as the creator of its reality but by the reintegration of its given eleme nts in an image. The moments of
fancasy are the festivals of history. As such, they belong to the free, liberated
time of childhood, and their material is as historical as the storybook. Just as in
th~ ~hild. cre~tion. ~ep~od.uces itself in miniaturesf:ntasy imitates creation~h ~
mmtatunzatton~ Thts IS the sophistical inclination of imagination, to have the
Whole worfd in a nutshell this way, a nutshell larger than the whole world and yet
not too large for the individual to fill. " 49 It is not, however, its sophistical inclination, but purely and simply the idea by which fantasy proceeds. Fantasy
achieves the transition only in the nutshell , in the nutshell that is indeed "larger
than the whole world" of what merely is, because it goes beyond it infinitesimally. lherefore it ~s not .the total self and its total structure but exchw~e
\r
fragment of collaps10g ex tstence. free of all subjective '' meanio~: " th at is a sign
of~ its fault lines are the true ciphers, at once historical a
·
One
V
of the diapsalmata mourn u ly compares the idea o a tssured, fragmentary individual to that of a~ enigmat.ical dispar~te te~t: " My life is absolutely meaning-\ \t
Jess~n ~0[~:~ th~ dtffere~nOOS IAt~ which it falls it seems Jjke the f j
word Schnur
tcttonary, wh1ch means 10 th~.Jjrst place a string, in !be
V
secon~. a daug~ter:in-law. 'I!le 6nly thing laeldng is thar the word Schnur should
~
mean tn the tbtrd place a carncl. in the fourth, a dust-brush. ,.50 The insight of
The Sickness unto Death gets more to the heart of the maner than the systematizer's lament: " The earthly and temporal as such are precisely what falls apart into
the particular. It is impossible actually to lose or be deprived of all that is earthly,
for the determinant of totality is a thought-determinant. " 5 \ Through recollection,
·
f
fantas transfor
aces of the collapse of a sinful creation into
hope for one that is who le and w jtbout sin and w ose tmage it forms out of ruins:
"A completely finished work has no relation to the poetic personality; in the case
of posthumous papers one constantly feels, because of the incompletion, the desul~oriness, a need to romance about the personality. Posthumous papers are like a
rum, and w)la_yhaunted place could be more natural for the interred? The art,
then, is ar~ally to produce the same effect, the same appearance of carelessness and the accidental, the same anacoluthic flight of thought; the art consists in
Producing an enjoy mem which never actually becomes present, but always has
an element of the past in it, so that it is present in the past. This has already been
expressed in the word: posthumous. " 52 If the history of sinful nature is that of
the colla se of its unity, it moves toward reconct tattoo even w t e c
·
and ·
aps
tous ctp ers. In these
;,;,:,:;.:....::..:.:..::.:::.e:.:...::.:::....:::..:.:..-::.:.:::.:..::::.::!a~stands higher tha!l
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Transcendence of Longing

~

cr staliz.e out of Kierkegaard's
and those of the sysas nothin in common with the totalit of his "reli ious"
Sl?here, though at e most perhap something with his "faith," which he re!>uts
in tear and uembliug; "a f-aith thai faintly seeks its object on the mo t distant
hofilon . nSJ This "most remote possibility Of faith"S4 iS the Jaw by which the
depth of beauty is measured . This law is implicit in the single metaphor in which
· rkegaard gives concrete witness to the idea of
•a
reconcile power o nature through his love-of-Agnes,is~aUe~ ' M;mtiful as a
guardian angel.''s Ever ae thetic form is directed tow
h
i. a pears
~ .in..i.!jlt is not by accident that Kier egaar compared the course of music to a
descent from on high: "If in the overture one comes down from these higher
regions, then it may be asked where one lands best in the opera, or how does one
get the opera to begin?"S6 He compared, however, the transition of arrival with
7
the "shock of awakening" - drawing on another opera, the "Magic Flute. " s If.
8
as Kierkegaard writes, " longing alone i not sufficient for salvation,''s still the
images of beauty devolve upon longing through which the course of deliverance.
disappearing, must travel if it is ever to lead to landing and awakcning~g
~.accordingly, the dialectical substratum of a "doctrine of reconciliation" that
Kierkegaard's theology of sacnhce would hke to emancipate from longi ng)
Longing is not extinguished in the images, but survives in them just as it emanates from them. By the strength of the immanence of their content, the transcendence of longing is achieved . Their incon picuousness is for the sake of the
inconspicuous, and it wishes nourishment finally for those who are deprived.
This is how the "aesthetic" and the " religious" coincide in poverty, as Kierkegaard teaches: "Do you think that it is almost a kind of childishness in me to
persist in seeking this quality among the poor and the suffering? Or maybe you
have degraded yourself by adopting the shocking division that assigns the aesthetic to the distinguished , the rich, the mighty, the highly educated, and at the
most assigns religion to the poor? Well, it seems to me that the poor do not come
out badly in this divi~ion . And do you. no~~~ the :::~:Ag-there~i~iou~
~
ffie nch, 10 so far as----"_
us.
have not the aesthetic either?" 60 For e....:.Jte thetic" does not exist for t~r
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in aesthetic ob'ects but in the concrete images of their desire; nly in their fulfil.lment without sacrifice do t ese tmages open themselve p to the poor. For
thrs reason, on one occasion, Kierkegaard makes poverty the guarantor of happiness: "What is th~ happiest existence? It is that of a young girl of sixteen years
when she, pure and 10nocent, possesses nothing, not a chest of drawers or apedestal . but has to make use of the lowest drawer of her mother's escritoire to keep
all her magnificence: the confirmation dress and a prayer-book. " 61 In such sent~nc~s. whose simplicity is exposed to every ideological hazard, poverty and destltUtl.on call up comfort and reconciliation , as in this draft of Kierkegaard's Jetter
to hr fiancee: "In my mournfulness I have had only one wish: to make her
happy; right now, I am unable; now I go to her side and like a master of ceremonies I lead her triumphantly and say: make room for her, give the best spot for
:our beloved, and deare I little Regina.' " 62 J:.he inconspicuous hope ot:. this
1mage tempers even the violent ima~:e of death: " What is death? Only a brief top
~lon~e·OI·rce.uaveled road. " 63 The banality of reco nciliation is sublime: "This Sl )A.}/)
IS how 1t rs 10 t1me. As for eter]lity, it is my hope that we shall be comprehensible
0
to one another, and that there she will forgive me."~ For the step from mourning
to comfort is not the largest, but the smallest)

